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ABSTRACT 

QUANTIFYING THE MORPHOLOGY OF AEOLIAN IMPACT RIPPLES 
FORMED IN A NATURAL DUNE SETIWG 

J. Wayne Bodton 
University of Guelph, 1997 

Advisor: 
Dr. W.G. Nickling 

Although there have been advances in the theoretical and mathematicai modehg of 

aeolian impact ripples, no substantive comparison with naturdy fonnd ripples had b a n  

perfonned. The purpose of this study was to quanti@ and evaluate the rnorphology of impact 

ripples fomed in naturai dune settings in relation to wind regime, surface slope, and grain-size 

characteristics. This was accomplished by perforrnïng grain-scale measurements of the surface 

morphology of ripples fomed on two morphologicdy and sedirnentologically different dunes 

using a laser scanning technique. Results indicated that recent theories pertaining to the effects 

of grain size on ripple morphology were reliable, whereas theones pertaining to the effects of 

surface slope were unsupported. Cornparisons between the empirical data fim this study and 

those from the literature indicated that ripple index is an inadequate descriptor of ripple shape, 

and that ripple height and dope angIes are Iower than what is typically theorized 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Aeolian processes can have a range of impacts on both human and naturd 

environments, including: the risk to human health resdting fiom windbome dust and 

pollutants, the loss of agrïculturai topsoil, and the migration or encroachment of sand onto 

ecologically or ewnomicaiiy valuable land Consequently, the study of how the wind interacts 

with the earth's surface is important in many areas worldwide. However, the ongoing 

investigation of aeolian processes fÎom an academic perspective is often attrïbuted to the 

inherent complexity of the sediment transport system, where the seemingiy simple interaction 

between the air and a sand surface proves to be highly complex, involving several 

interdependent feedback loops that operate simultaneously on different spatial and temporal 

scales (Anderson, 1989). 

The overd objective of this study is to address the lack of understanding regarding the 

development and morphology of aeolian impact ripples formed in the naturai environment 

Ripples can be broadly dehed as srnail, transverse migrating ndges of sand They are also the 

most abundant, and presurnably the simplest, of bedforms found in aeolian environments. 

Furthemore, because they are formed within minutes, ripples provide an almost immediate 

indication of the response by a sand surface to the wind (Lancaster, 1995). Therefore, it is 

generally recognized that a better understandhg of ripples and their morphology wili d o w  

them to be exploited as indicators of the local wind regime (e.g., velocity, direction, duration), 

at the time of their formation. 

Several advances in npple theury have been made shce the pioneering work of 

Bagnold (1941), who determined that ripples form as the result of surface bombardrnent by 

grains in motion. Sharp (1963), suggested that npple shape is dependent upon the complex 



relationship between ripple height, wind speed, and angle of incidence of a saitaîkg grain, 

whereas Brugrnaos (1983), proposed that a fluid dynamics approach was a more appropriate 

way of studying impact npples. More recently, several authors have examined the mechanics 

of the grain / bed impact process in greater detail through the use of analogue and mathematical 

models. These studies indicated, among other ttiings, that the sediment transport system is a 

stochastic process, and that grain splash and the ejection of surface grains is the dominant 

factor controuuig the development of impact ripples. Anderson (1 987, 1 WO), cornbinecf the 

research efforts of several other authors, fiom both the aeoiian and flwiai iiteraîure, into a 

simplified mode1 depicting the basic rnechanics of the sediment transport and ripple foming 

systems. These models have shce been modifieci, and used to mathematically reproduce 

impact npples and ripple strata. 

Despite the considerable amount of research performed on aeolian impact ripples, there 

is littie information available pertaining to the developrnent of ripples in a naturai dune setthg 

where wind flow characteristics, surface slope angles, and sediment characteristics are 

tempordy and spatidy variable. Therefore, the purpose of diis study is to quanw and 

evaluate the morphology of aeolian impact npples formed in a naturai dune sethg in relation to 

wind regime, surface slope angles, and grain characteristics. To accomplish this, the foIIowing 

objectives were identified: 

1) Provide detailed measurements of the surface morphology of aeolian impact npples 

fomed on naturd dune dopes using a laser scannulg technique. 

2) Investigate how various ripple shape parameten (i.e., lee and stoss dope angles, 

height, length, ripple index, symmetry, and cross-sectional area), relate to: 



a) the ripple forming wind regime, 

b) surface dope angles, and 

c) grain sue and shape characteristics. 

3) Compare these empirical data a those reported in the literature7 as welI as to those 

derived using the current concephia17 theoretical, and mathematical models. 

Before addressing these objectives, it is fint necessary to provide some background 

information on severd aspects of the aeolian sediment transport process, and the historical 

development of impact ripple theory. Once this background information has been provided, 

the methodologies used in this study will be discussed in detail, foliowed by an overview of the 

results fiom the data collection and analysis processes. These results wiU then be compared to 

what has been proposed by dieory, and what has been recorded in previous studies. The thesis 

WU then conclude with a brief overview of the key hdings of this research, and some 

suggestions for future research 



2. AEOLIAN SEDIMENT TRANSPORT SYSTElM 

Figure 1 is a concephial model depicting the three main components and associated 

feedback loops of the aeolian sediment transport system As the air flows over a flat sand 

surface, a fictionai force or shear stress is exerted on those grains which comprise the topmost 

part of the bed Under these flow and surface conditions, velocity increases approxhaiely 

Iogarithmicaüy with height above the surface. The ciynarnic interaction between the wind and 

surface causes some grains to be ejected f?om the bed and become entrained in the fiuid flow. 

As a result of the near-surface velocity gradient, airborne grains are accelerated in the 

horizontal plane (i-e., downwind), as they iravel dong their trajectories. However, this 

acceleration resuits in the sirnulbneous extraction of momentum energy fiom the fluid, creating 

a characteristic kink in the otherwise log-linear velocity profile. 

1 1 Fluid Forces 1 

entrainment /Y\ 
/ surface 

momentum roughness 
extraction 

impact angle 

Development 
saltation 

Figure 1. Conceptmi model of the aeoiian sediment transport system. The interaction between 
the wind and the surface triggers the sedùnent tansport system, leadhg to the development of 
ripples. Arrows indicate the basic feedback mechanisms that drive the system. 



Airborne grains r e m  to the bed by Mpactllig energetkdy with the suface, causing 

the displacement and ejection of surface grains. This cyciic interaction between the 

entrainment, transport, and deposition of sediment is referred to as the saltation process. The 

sustained bombardment of saitating grains leads to surface pert-urbations düit develop into 

distinct ripple forms. The development of npples, however, alter5 the effective roughness of 

the surface as  they protrude fiom the bed up into the fluid flow, thereby aEecting the velocity 

profle and associated fluid forces. Furthemore, because both fluid and surface characteristics 

are temporally and spati* variable, the system as a whole is continuaily ~ e ~ a d j u s t i n g  rarely 

reaching a state of true equilibriun 

An examination of the fluid forces and how they interact with the surface can be 

performed using a traditionai, thne-averaged approach, or an instantaneous, Reynolds stress 

approach. The traditional approach employs tirne-averaged velocity profile data in conjunction 

with the Prandtl-von K h h  equation (Law of the Wall), in order to quant* the fluid forces at 

work withui the system In contrast, the Reynolds stress approach incorporates the 

instantaneous horizontal (hi'), and vertical (W), velocity vecton that comprise the fluid flow. 

The Reynolds stress approach has been more thoroughly examined in the field of fluvial 

geomorphology, and only recently has the use of laser, hot-wire, and sonic anemometry been 

used to record instantaneous velocity data in aeolian sediment transport research (Butterfield, 

1991, 1993). Although the Reynolds stress approach cm be used to infer the presence and 

effects of coherent turbulent flow structures, the actual measurement techniques, associated 

theories, and models are still somewhat undeveloped Therefore, a traditional approach was 

adopted in this study in order to make use of the e x k t h g  conceptuai, theoretical, and 

mathematicai models that pertain to aeulian sediment transport and ripple development. 



2.1 FluidForces 

As the whd flows over an aerodynarxically rough surface (i-e., one wmprised of lmse 

ciry sand), a fictional drag force or shearing stress is exerted on the bed Sdarly ,  the bed 

exerts an equal and opposite force on the wind Pigure 2,a). Under steady, unifiorm flow 

conditions, the average velocity profile over an aerodynamicaily rough surfrice cm be 

characterized by the Prandtl-von K h h  equation or Law of the Wd (Figure 2, and Eqa 1). 

FIuid Forces and the Law of the Wall 

- t 1 

I 

'outer layef l' 

1 

Figure 2. Fluid forces and the Law of the Wail. This diagram depicts the relationship between 
the velocity pronle over an aerodynamicaiiy rough surfàce (a.), and the respective Law of the 
WaU parameters (b.). 

Velocity profile data, when plotted on a semi-logarithmic graph (Figure 2,b.), produce 

four distinct regions of flow an upper or fieestrem layer where velocity is independent of 

height (not shown); a transitional or outer layer where velocity is partiaüy affected by surface 

roughness characteristics and the underlying log-linear layer; a constant stress or log layer 



where velocity increases hearly with ln height; and a viscous niblayer or region of undefined 

flow (Bagnold, 1941). From Figure 2, the Law of the Wall states that, 

where: U e  ( d s ) ,  is the shear velocity, U, ( c d s ) ,  is the velocity at height Z (cm), K is von 

K ~ ~ ' s  constant (a dimensionless xnixïns length parameter = 0.4), and 2, (cm), is the x- 

intercept or surface roughness height. Shear velocity W.), is a mathematidylstatisticdy 

derived parameter used to describe the amount of shearing energy of the fluid in motion, and is 

proportional to the siope of the log-linear velociv profile. For a stable sUTface, (Le., no 

sedunent transport t a h g  place), the x-intercept (Z,), remains the same for a range of Ue's 

(i.e., the effective roughness of the surface remains constant). 

From Eqn 1, Ue can also be related to the shear stress acting on the surface as, 

where: 70 (N/m2), is the shear stress at the surface, and p, 0<g/m3), is the density of the air. 

These two simple equations represent the conceptual and mathematical building blocks of ail 

the aeolian sediment transport and ripple models developed to date. 

The interaction at the airlsurface interface becornes more complex through die 

entrainment and transport of sediment. Airborne particles mate a momentm deficit as they 

are accelerated in their downwind trajectories. Bagnold (1941), assumed that this 

characteristic 'kink' in the velocity profile represented the top of the saltation cloud However, 

it has since been shown that the Iank represents an interface or zone where the effetive density 

of the air changes due to grains in saltation (Owen, 1964; Bnigmans, 1983; Gerety, 1985; 



Anderson, 1987). Although there has been some controveny pe-g to the interpretation 

and relevance of this feature, McEwan (1993), concluded that Bagnold's 'Iànk' is, in fact, a 

physical feature of the wind profile, and that the idea of a constant stress layer does not hold 

within the saltation cloud Through detailed wind tunnel midies, McKenna Neuman and 

Nickling (1 994), similarly reported that no single logarithmic expression adequately represents 

the velocity profle duruig saltation. Furthemore, Zo does not remab constant over a given 

surface during sediment transport. This change in surface roughness is characterized by the 

convergence of velocity profiles at some height above the bed, and has been looseiy associated 

with the development of npples on the surface. 

In consideration of these and other factors, Anderson and Haff (1991)' expressed a 

concem that values of Ue, and ro reported in eariier studies may have been derived hou& 

extrapolation using velocity data obtained h m  within the saltation cloud. Therefore, the 

validity of some previously reported values of these fluid force parameters and their derived 

relationships may be somewhat suspect. In more recent studies, this feedback loop has been 

incorporated into models of steady state saltation and ripple development (McEwan and 

WUetts, 1993). As momenhim is extracted fiom the wind, the shear stress acting at the bed 

decreases, resulting in fewer particles beconing entrained Similarly, as the wind is 

decelerated, grains impact the bed with less force, ejecting fewer grains into air fîow. 

However, this decrease in the amount of airbome sediment leads to a simultaneous increase in 

the relative wind speed Therefore, the overail maintenance of equilibrium within the sediment 

transport system is dependent upon the complex relationship between the entrainment, 

transport, and momentum extradon processes. 



This approach to studying the interaction between the nuid flow and the s d a c e  is not 

without Limitations. One of the key drawbacks is amibuted to the difnculty involved in d i r e  

measuring the 'actual' shear stress being imparted ont0 the surface at any given time (i.e., 

racm). The denved fluid force parameters are often used to determine proportional drag forces 

or dimensionless drag coefficients, which are in him used in sediment transport models. An in- 

depth review of aeolian mass transport (flux), models by McEwan and Willeth (1994), 

hdicated that a i l  such models rely on U.'L (where n is some exponent), as an indirect measure 

of the wind's ability to transport sediment. However, this dependence on Ue implies that any 

errors or assumptions made in denving it may have a profound effect on the resultant transport 

equations. Therefore. McEwan and Willetts (1994), make a valid argument for the need to use 

caution when ernploying these variables in any modehg application. 

2.2 Sedunent Transport 

Particles cm become entrained through either aerodynamic, or dynamic (impact), 

processes. Aerodynamic entrainment occurs d e n  the drag force of the wind, in conjunction 

with vertical lift forces, plucks the grain fiom the surface. Dynamic entrainment occurs 

through the ejection of surface grains caused by the energetic impact of saltating particles. 

Through wind tunnel and field investigations, Bagnold (1941), characterized three distinct 

modes of sediment transport: traction, suspension, and saitation (Figure 3). Surface creep, or 

traction, refers to the rolhg or sliding of particles across the surface. Through M e r  wind 

tunnel obse~ations, Chepïi (1959), and Bisal and Nielsen (1 962), chailenged the existence of 

this mode of transport, stating that grains are more prone to being Lifted from the bed as 

opposed to rolling dong it. Subsequent studies have suggested that what BagnoId first 



identifieci as surface creep rnay have been low energy ejecta, caused by the grain splash or 

reptation process associated with the high energy impacts of saltating grains (Rumpei, 1985; 

Werner, 1990; Haff and Anderson, 1993). 

Suspension occurs d e n  grains enter the airstream and do not rehim immediately to 

the surface. This mode of transport can only take place when the velocity of the upward 

turbulent eddies is greater than the terminal velocity of the particle entrained (Bagnold, 1941; 

Shao, et al., 1993; Nickling, 1994). Therefore, suspension tends to occur over surfaces 

comprised of fine grained sediments (i.e., silts and clays). However, due to the cohesive 

properties of very fine matenal (< 0.05 mm diameter), entrainment usuaiiy ensues oniy as a 

result of impact abrasion by larger saltating grains. 

Figure 3. Modes of aeolian sediment transport (modifieci fiom Pye, 1987). 

Saltation is the predorninant mode of sedunent transport in sand-rich enviroments. 

Once airborne, saltating grains travel in trajectones that are dependent on both grain and fluid 

characteristics. Aithough Bagnold (1 94 1 ), suggested that a single characteristic grain 

trajectory could be used to mode1 the sdtation cloud, more recent work has indicated that an 



understanding of the -cal distn'bution of fluid and grain parameters is required in order to 

properly address the saltation process (Werner and Haff, 1988; Willetts and Rice, 1988; 

Anderson and H e  199 1). 

In a detailed review of the current concephial saltation model, McEwan and Willetts 

(1993), defined gravity, fluid drag, rotationai, and aerodynamic lifî forces as the four main 

factors that govem saltation trajectories. Gravity causes the grain to r e m  to the bed and acts 

independently of surface dope, and di other fluid forces. Aerodynamic drag forces are 

dependent on the relative vertical and horizontal velocities between the grain and the air. This 

cornplex interaction is often simpli6ied for computational purposes by assumuig that the drag 

force is linearly dependent upon horizontal velocity (Owen, 1964; Sorensen, 199 1 ; McEwan 

and Wilietts, 1993). The rotationai force or magnus effect is generated by the pressure 

differentiai that exists between the top and bottom of a spinnllig grain (White and Schulz, 

1977; White, 1985), and although grains may accelerate on ascent and decelerate on decent, 

there has been discussion in the Literahire pertauiing to how this force should be incorporateci 

into existing saltation models. An aerodynamic Mt force is generated by the pressure gradient 

within the fiow due to the Iog-linear velocity distribution with height above the surface. 

However, because magnus and aerodynamic Mt forces are believed to have a minimal effect on 

the overail trajectory of a saltating particle, both are usudy omitted h m  trajectory calcdations 

(McEwan and Wilietîs, 1993). 

It has also been recognized that the saitation process is stochastic in nature, and that 

models must account for the reaction of the saltating grain (saltator), as it impacts the bai, as 

weli as the re-arrangernent and possible ejection of surface grains. Empirid simulation 

models have indicated that the impact process is primarily dependent upon the mass and 



velocity of the impacting grain, the relative angle of incidence with respect to the local (Le., 

grain scale) bed topography, and the mas,  sorting, and elastic properties of those grains that 

comprise the bed (Anderson and Haff, 199 1). 

During steady, UNfonn transport conditions over a flat sand bed, the foDowing 

generaïties conceming the sdtaiioo/reptation process can be made (McEwan and Wilietts, 

1993). Saitating grains strike the bed at a 10-15" angle of incidence. Each impact results in the 

hÏgh energy rebound of the saltating grain itself, and the displacement or ejection of several 

surface grains. Rebounding grains are reduced to a p p r o d e l y  60% of their impact speeds 

and leave the bed at approximately 50° fiom the vertical. The number of reptating grains that 

are ejected or 'splashed' nom the surface increases approxhately linearly with impact speed, 

and ranges from 0-15 grains ejected per impact The ejection speeds of splashed grains are 

generaily one order of magnitude l e s  than the impact speed, and ejection angles can range 

fiom O and 180°, although on average they leave the bed at 80' h m  the horizontal (Unger and 

H a ,  1987; McEwan and Waetts, 1993). 

Due to the inherent complexity of the saltation / impact process, a number of 

assumptions are u s d y  made for computational simplification. It is generaily assumed that: 

grains are smooth spheres of unifom size and density; the bed is flat and devoid of roughness 

elements greater than one grain diameter in size; although a turbulent boundary layer exïsts, the 

fluid flow is steady and uniform; during saltation, grains are entraùied through grain-bed 

impacts only (i.e., no aerodynamic entrainment occurs); rnid-air collisions do not ex& and 

trajectories can be computed ushg the-averaged fluid force parameters (Le., Um, and Q), 

(Werner, 1990). 



3. RIPPLES 

Ripples are s d ,  downwind-migrahg ridges of sand with several identifiable shape 

characteristics (Walker, 1980), that have been studied because of their effects on the veIocity 

profile, as weli as their distincf self-organizational properties (Lancaster, 1995). Aldiough 

ripples have been included in hierarchical classifications of bedfonn development in aeolian 

envkonments (e.g., Wilson, 1972a,b; Ellwood, et aL, 1975). there is some discussion 

concerning the role that ripples play in the overd development of larger bedfiorms such as 

dunes and draas. This section wiii provide an o v e ~ e w  of the different classifications of 

aeolian ripples, indicating their individual properties and the mechanics of their formation The 

rest of the discussion wiil focus on a review of the morphologicd characteristics of aeolian 

impact ripples, and the key theones and rnodels specinc to their formation. 

3.1 CIassz~cafton ofçleoüon Ripples 

Based on sedunentological characteristics and the mechanics of their formation, 

aeolian ripples can be classified Uito three general categories: wrodynamic, impact, and 

granular. Coniish (1914), assumed that ripples were the result of gravity waves present in the 

fluid flow. Although there aie no data to support this theory explicitly, the presence of coherent 

turbulent structures may be indirectly responsible for the initiation and development of 

aerodynamic or nuid drag ripples. Aerodynamic npples are created by the scouring effect of 

turbulent eddies, and only occur in the presence of high fluid shear stresses. In this way, 

aerodynamic ripples are believed to be synonyrnous with subaqueous or fluvial ripples. Recent 

developments in fluvial geomorphology have hdicated that Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities 

present in naturd fluid fiows lead to cyclicdy repeating zones of local, high shear stresses on 



the be4 leading to the preferential entrainment of sediment and the development of distinct 

npple forms. However, the growth and development of subaqueous ripples is wntroiied 

largely by the presence of flow separaîion and re-attachment occurrjng over individual ripples. 

Due to Herences in the grain to fluid density ratios between water and air, there is littie 

evidence indicating that the same is true for aerodynamic ripples. Hi& wind speeds, however, 

are capable of creating a skimming or quasi-larninar layer of nuid flow just above the bed 

This layer is prone to turbulent processes, which are beiieved to be linked to the development 

of oscillatory bedfom or aerodynamic ripples. Therefore, aerodynamic rippIes are o h  seen 

as a transitional bedform that exist prior to achieving an upper-piane bed during hi& wind 

speed events. Because of the unique conditions required to initiahe these fiow and surface 

conditions, aeotian fluid drag ripples are not as common as other ripples fonns. 

Impact ripples are formed as a result of the saltation / impact process. They are the 

most common type of ripple, and are usuaiiy found superimposed on larger bedfoms (e.g., 

dunes). Theones concerning the initiation, development, and resultant morphology of aeolian 

impact ripples have gone through a marked evolution over the past 50 years. The resuit has 

been the recent rehernent of theoretical and mathematical models of impact ripple initiation 

and deve1opment These features and their origins wili be discussed in greater detd in the 

foiiowing sections. 

Granular or mega-rippks are larger bedforrns created through a combination of both 

saltation and surface creep, but are formed oniy in sediments composed of bimodaiiy 

distributed grain sizes with a disîinct coarse fraction (Sharp, 1963; Stone and Summer, 1972; 

Greeley and Iverson, 1987). Granula ripples tend to average between 0.5 and Sm in length, 

and 5 to 5 0 m  in height. Most studies involving the analysis of s d c i a l  and interna1 grain sïze 



characteristics of aeolian ripples have been perforrned on mega-ripples due to the relative ease 

with which they can be studied (e.g., Seppala and Linde, 1978; Fryberger and Schenk, 198 1; 

Fryberger, et al., 1992; Lancaster, 1995). However, mega-ripples tend to fom in interdune 

areas or on flat sand sheets, irnplying that although they are s i ~ c a n t l y  larger than other types 

of ripples, they do not directiy contribute to the overall development of dunes (Fryberger, et al., 

1992). 

3.2 Impact Ripple Morphology 

The four main components of a ripple are the stoss and lee slopes, the crest, and the 

trough between successive ripples. Typicai cross-sectional measurements used to describe 

ripple morphology are shown in Figure 4. In order to quanti@ ripple morphology, it is usually 

assumed that ripples can be rnodeled as representative triangles. From these data, generalities 

concerning typicai geornetry can be made in order to characterize ripples as a bedform 

Aithough the stoss (Sa), and lee (La), dope angies provide vaiuable information on the 

development of impact ripples, they are not aiways reported in the literature (Table 1). Ripple 

height (H), is measured as the distance between the trough and crest, whereas rïpple 

wavelength (L = SL + LL), is the total ripple length or distance between successive ripple 

troughs. 

It is also common to compare ripples using simple dimensionless ratios. In most 

stuclies, height and wavelength data are coiiected in order to determine ripple index (RI), a 

widely used dirnensionless ratio of ripple wavelength to npple height. Several authors have 

also used different dirnensionless parameters, including npple symmetty (Sharp, 1963; 

Brugmans, l983), and asyrnmetry indices (Walker, 1980). 



La = Lee dope angle RI = L / H  
Sa  = Stoss dope angle Sy = S, 14 
L, = Lee dope length Area = V2 L-H 
S, = Stoss slope length 
H = Ripple height 
L = Ripple wavelength (S, + LJ 

Figure 4. Geornetncal interpretation of an idealized ripple represented by a triangle (vertical 
exaggeration = 1ûx). 

Table 1 represents an o v e ~ e w  of the available impact ripple data reported in the 

aeolian literaiure. Although there are other sources within the aeolian literature that deal with 

impact ripples, they are not listed here because they do not include sufncient numerical data to 

d o w  them to be properly cornpared (e.g., Bagnold, 194 1; Forrest and H a  1992; Anderson 

and Bunas, 1993; HaE and Anderson, 1993), or they do not make an appropriate distinction 

between impact npples and mega-npples, causing the data to be skewed by these larger 

bedforms (e.g., Stone and Sumrner, 1972; Wilson, l972a,b; EUwood, et al., 1975). 

Another concem that should be addressed before comparing these data, is whether or 

not the wind tunnel studies are capable of creating ripples that are comparable to those fomed 

under naturai, field conditions. The studies performed by Seppala and Linde (1978), Walker 

(1980), and Fryberger and Schenk (1981), were performed in wind tunnels of dEerent sizes 

and design specifications. This is an important consideration in that the nature of the boundary 

layer created w i t b  the tunnel controls the sediment transport and ripple development 

processes as discussed in sections 2.1 and 2.2. However, by examining the methods employed 



in each of diese studies, and the data presented in Table 1. it is possible to conclude that the 

ripples fomed in each wind tunnel are simiIar to those seen in the reai world, although some 

wind tunnel generated anomalies require M e r  clarification 

Walker (1980), recognized that his ripples have lower amphtudes (0.6 to 3.3 mm 

high), and therefore higher RI values (25 to 108), due to Froude number or waii esects. 

Similady, Seppala and Linde (1978), used a somewhat unconventional, table-top wind tunnel 

design which may have resulted in the development of longer bedforms (i-e., up to 305 mm 

long). Fxyberger and Schenk (1981). however, did not appear to encounter any of the 

problems indicated in the other wuid tunnel studies. This is attributed to the use of a wind 

tunnel that was capable of producîng more M y  developed boundary layer conditions. The 

wind tunnel also had a fairly long working section and several sediment feed sources. In 

generaI, the variability in impact ripple shape statistics f?om these wind tunnel studies is widiin 

the range documented for naniral ripples. Therefore, the data in Table 1 are comparable, 

although the specific conditions pertainùlg to their development are Werent 

Some of the data presented in Table 1 requked some initial manipulation and 

interpretation in that each author coliects, analyzes, and presents their data digerentiy. 

Therefore, the data reproduced here were made comparable by p e r f o h g  any necessary 

conversions (i.e., converthg Brugmans' (1983), fan s = H/S, and nd i = i data into lee and 

stoss dope angles, respectively), and by making any other necessary inferences (i.e., deriving 

basic npple shape statistics fiom Anderson's (1 WO), 'characteristic' ripple plots). 



Summary oflhe Aeolian lmpacl Ripple Daia from the Literature 

Author@) 1 GS (mm) 

Sharp (1963) 0.32 

Seppala & 0.14 - 
Linde (1 978) 0.16 

Walker (1980) 0.18 - 
0.78 

Fryberger & 
Schenk (1981) 0.1 5 - 

0.25 

measured (visual interpretation ?) - 
table-top wind tunnel using several wind 
speeds, although some wind tunnel wall effects 
probable 
sediment comprised of large range of graln 
sizes 
crest / trough grain size sorting present 
wind tunnel Froude number problems lead to 
shorter, longer ripples with high Rl's 
several graln sizes and bimodal mixes tested 
over range of wind speeds (4.3 - 14.2 ms") 
asymmetiy index based on fourier series and 
rip$ area: ASy = 0.46 - 0.53 
wind tunnel study lnvestigatina aeollan strata 
ripple slope angles calcuÏatedas maximum 
angles from horizontal plane (derived from 
strata) 
saltation pathlengths elongated on negative 
slopes (evidence in strata) 

Table 1, Summiuy of the aeolian impact ripple data from the literature (continued on page 19). 



Werner et al, 
(1 Q86) 

Anderson 
(1 990) 

GS (mm) 

fine sand 

fine sand 

Other Information 
field data from typIcal / reptesentative ripples 
posslbly some grain sire sorting present 
Sy = 0.2 - 1.0 

field data: subset from larger, coarser ripples 
grain size soning much more pronounced 
Sy = 0.3 - 0.5 
field data collected using shadow technique 
effect of surface slope on ripple dope angles 
examined uslng 2-D ripple profiles 
dope angles calculated as maximum slopes 
between rlpple surface and horizontal plane 
no grain size sorting present 
summary of prevfous work representing 
'characterlstic' aeollan impact ripples 
assumes that al1 natural ripples are asymrnetric 

dataset produced using computer simulation 
model 
numeric data derived from sample profiles - 

Table 1 .  Summary of the aeolian impact ripple data fiom the literature. GS means grain size (average grain diameter in mm), (?) means 
estimateci or calculated from available data, ? means missing data, < means less than, and « means significantly less than. 



The grain sizes used in the impm ripple studies summarized in Table 1 range between 

0.14 and 0.78 mm in diameter, and fd within the fine to medium smd ranges. However, it has 

been indicated that sediment sorting characteristics are often as important to ripple morphology 

as the mean grain size. Because bi-modal grain size distributions with a distinct coarse fiaction 

are believed to be the key sedimentological condition leading to the development of granular or 

mega-ripples, they were eliminated fiom this analysis at the outset 

Ripple stoss and lee slope angles are not reported in ai l  impact ripple studies, even 

though diey are presumed to be important descriptors of the conditions relevant to their 

formation. It is unfortunate that two of the three wind tunnel shidies (Seppala and Linde, 1978; 

and Waiker, 1980), do not present any ripple slope angle data, nor was it possible to uifer 

average values fiom their discussions of qualitative descriptions. A cornparison between the 

slope angles of ripples formed ÜI wind tunnels and in the n a d  environment might prove 

informative. 

Sharp (1 963), stated that natural ripples have stoss and lee slope angles of 8 to 10, and 

20 to 30 degrees, respectively. However, he does not mention how these data were obtained 

Given his associated sketches, it seerns most likely that these slope angles were based on the 

angle of repose of fine sand (i-e., an avalanche or slip face), and supported with visual 

obsemations. However, subsequent observations and cornparisons to detailed measurements 

have indicated that ripple height and slope angles are visudy deceptive due to grain sorting 

properties and the observer's apparent viewing angle. 

Sharp's (1963). data and verhcaily exaggerated sketches have resulted in a wideiy 

spread misconception pertaining to average ripple slope angles. For example, both Fryberger 

and Schenk (1% 1), and Werner et al. (1986), report ripple siope angles by measuring and 



averaging the maximum slope between the rîpple surface and the horizontal plane. However, 

even by using the maximum slopes, they still only obtain angles ranghg between 3.0 and 16.7 

degrees for stoss slopes, and 3.0 to 22.8 degrees for lee slopes. More conventional 

measurernent techniques employed by others indicate that ripple angles range between 1.7 to 

7.4 degrees for stoss slopes, and 3.0 to 21.8 degrees for lee slopes. Therefore, the overd 

range in ripple slope angles is quite smd,  with average stoss and lee slope angles approaching 

6, and 12 degrees respectively, both of which are much lower than those proposed by Sharp 

(1 963). 

This misconception has also affected even the most recent modehg efforts. To 

validate the shape of their mathematically reproduced ripples, Anderson and Bunas (19% j, 

refer to the data of Sharp (1963), and Werner et al. (1986), stating that npples are asymmetric, 

with stoss slopes of 10 degrees and lee slopes of up to 30 degrees (although typicaiiy averaging 

20 degrees). However, considering the ripple dope data presented in Table 1, the validity of 

the model becomes somewhat suspect on this point. Unfortunately, no achial ripple shape data 

produced from the model are presented, making it impossible to speculate M e r  on its 

validity. In fiiture studies, a standard method by which ripple slope angles can be measured 

and analyzed without pre-conceived biases must be devised 

Table 1 indicates that aeolian impact npples can grow to be anywhere &om 0.6 to 14 

mm hi& with an average value of 5.6 mm Ripple wavelength, on the other hand, averages 

approximately 120 mm in length, although the range of length values is fairly large (Le., 13 to 

305 mm). Several authors (Sharp, 1963; Walker, 1980; and Brugmans, 1983), have indicated 

that ripple height is positively related to 'coarseness'. The theoreticdy based argument for this 

phenornenon is that coarse grains, once driven up the stoss slope, are too difncult to move due 



to theû Iarger mas. This also implies that these coarse grains are lag elements lefl behind by 

the h e r  graias of the saltation load. 

Ripple index is the most widely referred to ripple shape parameter in the aeolian 

literature. However, being a dimensionles lengdi to height ratio, there is some speculation 

pertaining to its ability to t d y  describe ripple shape. For the data presented in Table 1, RI 

ranges fiom 2 to 108. This larger value, however, is fiom Wakers' (1980), work, in which he 

recognizes that wind tunnel constraints were responsible for producing Iow amplitude npples, 

and therefore higher RI'S. Therefore, excluding this high value, the average RI fiom the 

literature is 21. As the range of Ri's is not particularly large (once the outlying values have 

been eliminated), it would appear that the ripples fiom these digerent studies are fairly simiiar 

in shape. However, the rest of the ripple shape parameters reported in Table 1 indicate that this 

is not necessariiy the case, suggesting that RI alone is an inadequate descriptor of ripple 

morp hology. 

Another cornmonly used index to describe ripple shape is some form of syrnmetry 

ratio. Although different authors have taken different approaches to determining ripple 

syrnmetry, the data in Table 1 have been reproduced to be comparable to those from ths study 

(where Sy = lee dope lengthlstoss slope length). Therefore, Sy values less than 1 have longer 

stoss than lee slopes ('typical' ripple shape), Sy values greater than 1 have longer lee than stoss 

slopes, and an Sy value of zero value indicates a flat surface. It is generally assumed that 

natural ripples are basically asymrnetric in shape. However, data fiom Waiker (1980), and 

Bnigmans (1983), indicate that this is not always the case, as symmetrical npples appear to be 

as common as asymrnetrical ones. 



Grain sue sorthg between the crest and trough of an individual ripple has been 

identiiïed as an important characteristic of impact ripples by some authors. Several studies 

have included an analysis of the sudicial and intemal grain sorting characteristics of ripples 

(Bagnold, 1941; Sharp, 1963; Hunter, 1977; Fryberger and Schenk 1981; Brugmans, 1983; 

Fryberger, et al., 1992). Coane grains tend to accumulate at the crest, although some roll or 

are reptated down the lee slope after having been driven up the stoss slope by the 

bombardment of sdtating grains. Because these larger grains travel ody smaU distances, those 

that are driven over the crest tend to land on the lee dope and becorne re-ùicorporated into the 

ripple as it migrates downwind, although some grains rnay roil înto the trough only to be 

pushed up the next successive npple stoss slope. 

It is generdy assurned that an analysis of the intemal sedimentary structure of aeoiian 

ripples may provide information pertaining to ripple forming processes and characteristics of 

the local wuid regime at the tkne of their deposition Hunter (1977), and later Fryberger, et al. 

(1992), provide nomenclatures for the identifkation and description of aeolian npple strata, as 

well as generalized descriptions of the different types of f o m  seen Although Hunter (1977), 

concluded that each strata is the depositionai product of a single npple having moved across 

the surface, he fails to provide any indication as to how these data may be used to understand 

the morphology of the bedfonn that created them 

Anderson, et al. (1 99 1 ), maintain the argument that the grain sorhng process discwed 

above is the dominant factor controhg the intemal stratigraphy of impact ripples. However, 

due to the difnculty of sarnpling npples comprised of loose, dry sand, most studies penaining 

to the intemal sedimentary structure of active ripples have been performed in coarser, granular 

sediments on flat sand surfaces, or through the production of aeolian strata in laboratory wind 



tunnels (e-g., Bagnoid, 1941; Sharp, 1963; Fryberger and Schenk, 1981; Fryberger, et al., 

1992). Although there is often direct visual evidence that some form of grain sorting process 

occurs, the merence in grain size has not aiways been found to be statisticaüy signiticant (e.g., 

Waiker, 1980; Werner, et al., 1986). This suggests that the sorting process may be dependent 

on some other grain characteristic such as grain shape or grain density. Therefore, there is still 

some discussion in the Lterature regarding the intepretation of the sudicial grain sorting 

process as it occurs for tnie impact ripples formed in the naturd environment. 

3.3 UndersfcurdUzg Aeolian linpad Ripples: an Hisiorical Perspeciive 

3.3.1 Bagnold (I9Lfl) 

In order to examine how our understanding of rïpples has changed over the past 50 

years, it is most appropriate to begin with the pioneering work of Bagnold (1941). Bagnold's, 

wind tunnel and field investigations led him to the assumption that the initiation and 

development of ripples is a direct result of the saltation process, whereby impacting grains 

disrupt the surface and create grain scale bed perturbations (i.e., tiny impact craters). At the 

same time, the Iarger grains that once occupied these voids are displaced, and roii downwind 

severai grain diameters before coming to rest This displacement process leads to the piling up 

of grains, which then obstnict the M e r  downwind movement of sedirnent aiong the surface. 

Throughout this process, areas of high and low impact intensities develop due to the presence 

of impact shadows in the lee of piled up grains or proto-ripples. Therefore, incoming saitators 

have an angle of incidence that is dependent on both the size and nature of the perturbation. 



1 high impact 1 low impact ( 

Figure 5. Bagnold7s (1 94 1), ripple mode1 depicting the relationship between average saltation 
trajectory, high and low impact zones, and ripple form. (vertical exaggeration i~ 10x). 

This process develops into a self-propagatkg, self-organizing systern composed of 

distinct ripple forms. Ripples rnigrate as the impacts on the windward dope continue to erode 

away this surface, transporthg grains M e r  up the stoss slope. As larger grains accumulate 

at the cresi, they eventually roll down the lee slope, thereby completing the leeward extension 

of the ripple during migration Based on saltation trajectory caicuiations, Bagnold concluded 

that saltating grains hop fkom one stoss dope to the next on successive ripples (Figure S) ,  and 

that a charactenstic hop length based on grain size and wind speed controk ripple shape. 

However, Bagnold (1941), did not provide any data d e p i h g  his rneasurements of npple 

shape characteristics other than RI which ranges fiom 10 to 15 for wind tunnel ripples, and 10 

to 70 for natural ripples. Therefore, it is dEicult to validate these generai observations 

pertaining to the dependence of ripple growth on saitation trajectones and hop lengths. 

3.3.2 Shwp (1963) 

Sharp (1 963), opposed severai of the assumptions inherent in Bagnold's (1 941), ripple 

theones. Shaqi argued that in order to mode1 ripple development, it is necessary to undentand 

the combined interactions between: grain characteristics (density and size distribution), ripple 



height and slope angles, and wind speed Sharp found thai grains in saltation approach the bed 

at a uniform angle that increases with grain size but decreases with velocity. A ripple will 

continue to grow (both lateraiiy and verticdy), und the crest reaches a point where the 

topmost grains are removed fiom the surface by impacting grains (glancing impacts). In this 

way, wind speed, which controls the angle of incidence, defines not only the height of the ripple 

but also îhe lee slope angle and length of the shadow zone (Figure 6). 

I 

- 
1- impact -i- Shadow +( 

zone zone 

Figure 6. Sharp's (1963)' mode1 of ripple symmetry. Symmetry is dependent upon the angie of 
incidence (a), npple height (h), and the lengths of the impact and shadow zones. (vertical 
exaggeration = 1 OX). 

One apparent flaw in Sharp's conceptual mode1 is that there is no way to isolate the 

angle of incidence and ripple height due to their co-dependence. These two factors, however, 

are required independently in the determination of Sharp's symmeûy index. As previously 

mentioned, Sharp (1963), proposed that ripple lee dope angles are equivalent to the angie of 

repose for tbe given sediment. However, this does not make intuitive sense if grains roll down 

the Iee face without avalanching. Therefore, there are some questions still remaining as to how 

Sharp's reported npple slope angles should be interpreted To summarize, Bagnold (1941), 

theorized that ripple wavelength is dependent on the mean trajectory hop length of saltating 



grains for a given wind speed, whereas Sharp (1963), conceptualized tIiat ripple morpho& is 

prirnarily dependent on some form of equiliirium between wind speed, ripple height, and 

incidence angle. 

3.3.3 Brugmans (1983) 

Most of the studies perforrned on aeolian ripples between the 1960's and early 1980's 

supported the theones of either BagnoId (1941), or Sharp (1963). However, Brugmans 

(1983), presented a completely dEerent approach to evaluating impact ripples. By applying a 

fluid dynarnics approach to the sedirnent transport systeriq Bmgmaas suggests that a sediment- 

laden fluid (i.e., the sdtation cloud), is best modeled as a fluid of greater density. Therefore, a 

density gradient must exist between this denser fluid (Le., the saltation cloud), and the air 

above it. This approach is sùnilar to that taken in recent fluvial researcb, where it has been 

shown that this type of density Mesential often leads to a M y  developed shear layer that is 

prone to self-propagating waves, and the deveIopment of coherent turbulent structures such as 

Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities (Bmgmans, 1983; Allen, 1985, 1994; Butterfield, 1993). As 

these osciüatory waves increase in amplitude, they become increasingiy unstable, and begin to 

shed downward pulses of air toward the bed in the form of K h b  vortices. 

By maintainhg this fluid dynamics approach, Brugmans suggested that grains in 

saltation mimic these turbulent structures, leading to the acceleration of grains towards the bed 

at regularly spaced intervals. Brugmans argued that the cyclic barrage of grains ont0 the bed is 

responsible for the initiation and development of impact ripples. Although fkst approximations 

showed a close relationship between calculated rippIe wavelengths and the periodicity of 



Kelvin-Helmholtz iostabilities, there is iittle empirical evidence to support Brugmans' 

hypotheses. 

3.3.4 Anderson (1987,1990) 

Since the mid 1980 '~~  several studies have been performed concerning the mechanics 

of the saltation / reptation process, which have also lead to the m e r  development of impact 

ripple theory. The renewed interest in saltation was partiy generated by advances in computing 

and modeling power, and the refinement of high speed photographie techniques. In recent 

years, the trander of momentum fiom saltating grains to a bed comprised of iike grains has 

been modeled, both numericdy and empiricdy, by several authors (e-g., Rumpeil, 1985; 

Anderson, 1987, 1990; Unger and H&, 1987; Werner and Haff, 1988; Wiiletts and Rice, 

1988; Werner, 1990; Anderson and H a  1991; McEwan and Willetts, 1991, 1993, 1994; 

McEwan, et al., 1992; Haff and Anderson, 1993). 

Anderson (1987), presented a conceptual model of ripple development based on the 

simplified mechanics of the sediment transport system. One of the key assumptions of 

Anderson's model is that the system is open ended, where all inputs into the system (mas  and 

energy), must equd the outputs (i-e., no net accumulation or erosion takes place). Anderson 

aiso recognized tbat his model is a compilation of several modeling exercises performed by 

many different researchers (e.g., Rumpel, 1985; Willetts and Rice, 1985a,b; Midia, et ai., 

1986; Anderson and Hallett, 1986; Ungar and H&, 1987; among others). However, Anderson 

went on to expand on these aeolian models by htroducing several theoretical and mathematical 

concepts fiom the fluvial iiterature in an attempt to fill the missing links w i k  the aeolian 

research (e.g., Kennedy, 1964; Engelund, 1970; Smith, 1970; Jain and Kennedy, 1974; Smith 



and McLean, 1977; Engelund and Fredsoe, 1982; Richards, 1984; McLean and Smith, 1986). 

The success of Anderson's models cm be attniuted, in part, to thk couphg of research fiom 

the two disciplines, dowing hùn to better d e h e  the basic physics of the systern. The 

foliowing discussion wiii consist of a simpiified synopsis of Anderson's (2987, 1990), ripple 

rnodeis. 

Because the result fiom any one grain impact on the bed cannot be known exactly due 

to the cornplex heterogeneity of both surface and impact characteristics, the grain/bed 

interaction must be formulated statistically. Anderson used a splash fundon derived by Unger 

and Haff (l987), to distribute the kinetic energy of the irnpacting grain into three components: 

1) the rebound of the saltaiïng grain, 2) the ejection of surface grains (i-e., reptation), and 3) the 

inelastic deformation or re-arrangement of grains remaihg on the bed Foiiowing this, 

Anderson simpiified the system further by making the foUowing assumptions: aU saltation 

pathlengths are the same for the given mode1 conditions, sdtating grains always rebound (i-e., 

do not get lodged in the bed on impact), reptating grains stop at the terminus of their 

trajectories, the flow is log-Iinear, and d other impact variables (e.g., impact angle, liftoff 

velocity, kinetic energy at impact), can be deterrnined from probabiIity matrices with normal 

distributions (Le., fiom gaussian curves). Foliowing this approach, Anderson developed a 

simplifieci mode1 which relates the rate of change in bed elevation to the spatial / temporal 

divergence of sedirnent flux, 

where: z (cm), is an arbitrary bed elevation or datum, t (s), is tirne, pb (g cm-3), is the bulk 

-2 -1 density of the sand compnsing the bed, Q (g cm s ), is the horizontal mass flux, x (cm) is 



unit width, p,, (g cm)), is the particle density, and V, (an3 cm-'), is the totaI volume ofsand per 

unit area of bed in transport. 

S m d  scale perturbations exkt in every sand bed due to the natural arrangement of 

gains. To account for this phenomenon, Anderson applied a sinusoidal wave function with an 

amplitude of Zo (Eom the log-iinear velocity prose), to the flat surface scenario presented 

above. By taking into consideration the geomehcal iduence of the new surface, it is possible 

to re-wmpute the probability curves for the impact variables, and combine it with the m a s  

flux equation for saltating grains to o b t q  

Qx = Qo + q, . cota(z(x) - z(x - a)) 141 

when: Q. (g cm-* s-'), is the total flux over a flat bed (Qo = Qs+qi a), Qs (g cm-' sa'), is the 

mas  flux of the saltating popdation, q, (g cm-2 s-'), is the m a s  flux of the reptating 

population, and a is the angIe of incidence of saitating grains. The second term in Eqn. 4 

incorporates the relative change in e l ev~on  due to the growth of the underlying sinusoida1 

bedform or ripple. Anderson then made several modifications in order to caiculate ripple 

translation speeds (i.e., celerity), and to test the dependence of ripple developrnent on reptation 

pathiengt.. Anderson (1987), concluded by staîing that ripple development is dependent upon 

the pattern of divergence and convergence of mass flux, which is dominated by the reptating 

grain population that is, in hirn, controiied by the stochastic distribution of transport 

parameters. 

In recognition of some of the limitations of his earlier work (e-g., the inabiiity to 

account for lee slope angles greater than the angle of incidence, and the inabiiity to reproduce 

ripple asymmeûy), Anderson (2990), went on to r e h e  his earlier models. Greater success 

was achieved by modeling the surface as being comprised of discrete Bins (as per Unger and 



1987; and Anderson and H a  1988), mstead of as a continual surface. This approach 

allows for a fker mode1 resolution (Le., grain scale), and a h  takes into account the effects of a 

more naturd bed topography (i-e., not a smooth sinusoida1 wave fundon). The assumption 

that reptating grains corne to rest once diey reach the bed was also addressed in Anderson's 

(1990), rehements. The potentiai for reptatuig grains to roll after rehiming to the bed was 

fomd to be primarily dependent upon the relative dope between Bk. Anderson made the 

required changes to his earlier models by incorporating independently derived probability 

hctions to account for surface (i-e., Bin), topography, and the potential for reptating grains to 

roll once they reach die bed. 

Anderson (1990), summarized the results of his extensive modehg efforts in a 

simplified synopsis of the systern mechanics controlling npple development Ripples develop 

fiom a flat bed as grain-scale motdes or perturbations. These mottles malesce and translate 

downwind, scaling to approximately 6-10 tirnes the average reptation pathlength From these 

self-organïzing bed deformations, distinct npple f o m  develop. Ripple wavelength appears to 

be partially dependent upon the length of the shadow zone (Le., lee dope), and therefore 

dependent upon the angle of incidence of saltating grains. Similady, npple height appears to be 

dependent upon impact angle, but may also be controlled by higher shear stresses acting on the 

crest grains as the ripple promides fiom the bed into the faster flow. Another factor afEecting 

npple morphology, which was not addressed explicitly; is the merger or coalescence of smaller 

ripples with larger ones due to the relative merence in their translation speeds. 

Anderson (1990), does not provide any fom of summary table indicating the results 

from his modehg efforts. The data show in Table 1 were measined directly fiom the ripple 

profiles and semi-variograms provided as examples in his report (see Anderson, 1990: Figures 



5 and 6, on pages 86 and 87, respechvely). A more thorough indidon of the morph010gy of 

the ripples produced nom runs consisting of variations in transport and sediment properties 

wodd allow for a more detailed evaluation and cornparison of these models to actual ripples 

formed under similar conditions. 

3.3.5 SUnuCafXng Impact RIpplès and R@pk Sbata 

By expanding on the work of Anderson and others (e.g., McEwan, et al., 1992; Haff 

and Anderson, 1993), modified mathematical simulation models have been created to 

reproduce aeolian impact npples and ripple strata (e.g., Forrest and H a  1992; Anderson and 

Bunas, 1993). Forrest and HaE (1992), used a single-grain cellular automaton model to 

produce impact ripples fkom an initiai fiat bed state. This mode1 was unique in that it provided 

a tune dependent, 'on-screen', visual representation of the bed response to an evolving ripple 

train Several tests were performed in order to investigate the changes in ripple shape and the 

related stratigraphie structure with respect to changes in the applied wind regime. 

Several Merences between simulated and natural ripples were observed The prïmary 

clifferences resulted nom the production of taller ripples with steep stoss and lee dope angles 

and a hi& q m m e q  ratio. By varyuig several parameters, and applying a disentrainrnent 

function, ripple height was decreased slightly, thereby producing more 'natural looking', 

asymmetric ripples. However, the height remaùied much greater (average H = 23 mm), than is 

typicaiiy seen for nahiral impact ripples. Furthemore, a sensitivity analysis indicated that 

ripple shape was relatively insensitive to any of the physicai or mechanical d e s  applied. 

Anderson and Bunas (1993), adopted a similar technique to that of Forrest and Haff 

(1992), but modified it to produce a two-grain-size ce11ular automaton model in which each 



grain occupied a single celi (i.e., pixel), and in which the splash frmction parameters and 

disentrainment b d o n  were described by more 'reaiistic' probability dktributiom. Another 

important development fiorn this work was the recognition that flow compression over ripple 

crests plays an important role in their development and resultant morphology. Anderson and 

Bunas (1993), descnbe the fiow compression process as foliows. As a saltatbg or reptating 

grain approaches the crest, it is 'slingshot' past the crest due to the pinch and sweU of the fluid 

flow. Therefore, grains are not h p p e d  from the crest by glancing impacts, nor are they 

removed by aerodynamic processes due to higher local shear stresses, as has been suggested in 

previous studies. By incorporating this process into their simulations, Anderson and Bunas 

(1993), were able to produce ripples that appear similar to those found in the natural 

environment 

In each of these cellular automaton models, no numerical quantification of the 

morphology of the ripples is produced What litde information is provided is essenîiaily 

qualitative, and refers to previous theories and experiments as opposed to die a d  data 

coilected Therefore, no direct cornparison has been made between the results of these 

cornputer simulations and the morphology of naturd ripples formed under similar conditions. 

This is in part due to the lack of ripple data that exist at a comparable (Le., grain-scale), 

resolution Therefore, although working models that are capable of producing 'naturd looking' 

ripples have been presented, there is dl a need to determine if the mechanicd d e s  appiied in 

the models hold for naturd ripples, where the system as a whole is much more variable. 



3.4 Fadors AffecfUlg @pie Shape: A Aynthed 

Several theones and rnodek involving the initiation, development, and resdtant 

morphology of impact ripples have been reviewed However, the objective of this study is to 

investigate how externai factors affect the development and morphology of aeolian impact 

ripples. The three main factors affecting npple morphology are grain characteristics (ag., size, 

shape), wind speed, and surface slope angle. Although other extemal environmental conditions 

are known to affect the sediment transport system and development of impact ripples (e-g., 

wuid duration, moisture content, interparticle cohesion). the three factors listed above are often 

treated as the most important, and therefore were the ody ones addressed in this study. The 

foiIowuig is a summary of the hypothesized effects of grains size, wind speed, and surface 

dope on the development and morphology of impact ripples. 

Due to their larger surface area and m a s ,  coarse grains are more difEcult to entrain 

than fine grains, both by aerodynamic and by impact processes. Furthemore, once ejected, 

they tend to leave the bed with relatively low velocities and ejection angles, ma&g that they 

do not bave1 as hi& into the fluid flow, and are accelerated to a lesser extent than smalier 

grains. Coarse grains also have lower impact angles on descent, which translates into a greater 

number of ejecta per impact due to downwind grain protection (Wilietts and Rice 1988). This 

high ejection rate is augrnented by the large arnount of lcinetic energy trwferred to the surface 

at impact due to their larger mass. Therefore, coarse grains have shorter, lower angle saltation 

and reptation trajectories, which implies that they should (theoreticaiiy), produce more 

symmetrical, low profile ripples with shorter wavelengths, lower lee slope anci higher stoss 

siope angles. This having been said, Sharp (1963), Walker (1 98O), and Bnigmans (1 983), as 



indicated in Table 1, provide data which contradict the above argument, suggesting that ride 

height increases with increasing coarseness. 

Wmd speed also controls ripple shape by afEecting saltation and reptation trajectories. 

Higher wind speeds cause die elongation of saitation trajectories, such that grains travel longer 

distances, at lower angles, and at greater velocities. Therefore, with an increase in wind speed, 

ripple wavelength should increase, and npple height should decrease. If the above is tme, then 

RI should increase with wind speed as  ripples are stretched out and flatteneci by faster winds. 

With a lower angle of incidence, it is also assumed that the lee dope angle decreases \hiiile the 

stoss slope angle increases, producing an overd iocrease in ripple symmetxy. Conversely, it 

can also be argued that the effect of flow compression over the ripple crests, as discussed by 

Anderson and Bunas (1 993), will increase with wind speed, creating less symmetrical, longer 

wavelength, lower profle bedforms. 

Changes in surface slope angle present a more difllcult modehg scemrio, in that slope 

affects each of the other variables in a unique way. By assuming that the flow does not move 

pardel to the surface (Le., streamlines remain constant in the horizontal plane), the fluid forces 

c m  be resolved by takhg into consideration the relative surface slope. Therefore, a positive 

(i. e., uphill), slope causes particles to impact the bed part way through their normal trajectories. 

This truncation of the hajectory implies bat grains impact the bed with higher impact angles 

after havhg traveled a shorter distance. It foliows that the opposite must be tnie for negative 

or downhill slopes (i.e., lower impact anges and longer trajectories). If these assumptions are 

correct, npple~ on positive slopes should be tder, with shorter wavelengdis, and steeper stoss 

and lee slope angles. This implies that RI should be low, and that symmetry should be greater 

for ripples formed on positive slopes, the opposite being true for negative slopes. 



These characteristics are d based on the assumption thaî the wind does not follow the 

contours of die surface, even though it has been shown that flow compression and expansion 

occurs as the wind flows up and over a dune surface (e-g., Lancaster, et al, 1996; McKenna 

Neurnaa, et al.. 1996). Furthemore, the data of Werner, el al. (1986), indicate that this is not 

the case as both npple stoss and lee dope angles were lower on positive dopes than negative 

slopes, and ripple wavelengths were found to be longer on positive slopes as opposed to 

negative slopes. This implies that the assumption that gravity is the dominant factor affecthg 

npple development on different slopes may not be valid, and that the curent theories pertaining 

to the deveiopment of npples on different s d a c e  slopes is sull somewhat undeveloped 

These factors and their effects on ripple shape have been derived primarily fiom thmry 

or mathematical / simulation models. Although some authors have suggested contradictory 

results from both field and wind tunnel studies (Table l), these relationships have yet to be 

directly compared to ripples formed in the natural environment Furthemore, although diese 

factors have been identifieci as the most important extemal controls on ripple shape, other 

mechanisms have been suggested that may also be important to the overall understanding and 

interpretation of naturai ripple morphology. For example, Anderson (1 WO), indicated that the 

near-threshold wind regime is extremely important to the interpretation of both grain sorting 

characteristics and ripple shape. Once a ripple pattern has formed and the wind dies off, grains 

in mid-transport fa11 out of the fluid flow ont0 the bed below. However, those grains will have 

unique impact angles and speeds. Furthemore, none of the impact ripple models presented 

thus far adequately account for the response of the saltation cloud, and therefore ripples, to the 

gusty wind conditions found in a natural dune setting. 



4. RESEARCH DESIGN 

4.1 Snrdy Area and Site Seledion 

The field study took place in the Silver Peak dune field, Clayton Vaiiey, west-central 

Nevada (Figure 7). The valley is U-shaped and almost entirely surrounded by mountains, with 

large duvia1 fans that extend d o m  to the valley floor. The dunefield (named afler Silver 

Peak, a smaü mining tom located at the base of the Silver Peak Range), is located near the 

southem end of the vdey, and is comprised of severai aeolian feahires, including: coppice 

dunes, barchans, barchanoid ridges, transverse dunes, and star dunes. 

Observations of the surface sediments indicate that there is a general coarsening of 

surface material fiom the northem end of the sand sheet to the southem end of the dune field 

However, ancient silt beds can also be found underlying the dunes and throughout the 

surrounding area, implying that sediments £tom severd sources fe.g., the playa, sand sheet, siit 

beds, and alluvial fans), are available to be transported and reworked by the wind 

Furthemore, although the regionai winds generally blow fiom the north or north-west through 

the mouth of the valley, cornplex flow reversais are aIso prevalent, as is indicated by the 

presence of the star dunes. 

The dune field c m  be divided into north and souîh regions, based on both 

sedunentological and morphological characteristics. The south-east end of the dune field 

contains four star dunes with laterdy extending arrns and large transverse ridges. These dunes 

are comprised of coarser sands (coarse dune mean grain size = 0.48 mm in diameter), which 

are believed to have originated £tom the aiiuvial fans, whereas the northem end of the dune 

field is comprised of younger, finer grahed sand (fine dune mean grain size = 0.17 mm 

diameter), beiieved to have been transporteci fiom the sand sheet or pIaya fringe (Lancaster, 



1996 pers. corn). The h e r  sediments have been reworked ïuto several aeoiian features, 

including wppice dunes, barchanoid ridges, and srnalier transverse dunes. 

a. coarse dune site 
b. fine dune site 
A star dune 

- - -  dirî road 
paved road 

Figure 7. Location of the Silver Peak dune fie14 w e s t a n t d  Nevada- The k e t  map in the 
bottom right-hand wrner shows the generai location of Clayton Valley, Nevada, wah respect 
to the Western United States. indicated on the main map of the valiey are the coarse and f i e  
dune sites (iabeled a. and b. respectively), as weii as the location of the star dunes, sand sheet, 
and the playa. 



To examine the effect of sediment characteristics on ripple morphoiogy, two study sites 

were selected, one in the 'corne' dunes, and one in the 'he ' .  The coarse dune sites (Sites 1, 

2, 3, and 4), were located on a large transverse ridge, *ch &O is one of the westward 

extending amis of the fourth and iargest star dune. Due to adverse weather conditions (Le., 

gusty winds and ovemight rain), during the formation of the ripples at Site 2, and sporadic 

winds during the scanning process, the data were omitted from M e r  analyses. 

Where it joins the star dune in the east, the transverse ridge is approximateiy 8m high 

and asymmetric in shape, with a weU defïned lee slip face (Figure 8, and Figure 9a). However, 

as it extends towards the west, it decreases in height to approximately 3m, and becornes more 

symmetncal and rounded Therefore, due to its heterogeneous fom, the coarse dune consisteci 

of different stoss and lee surface dopes, malgng it possible to measure ripples formed on 

Merent dope angles on the same dune. For a description of wind fiow and sediment transport 

characteristics of the dune located one wavelength soudi of the coarse dune in this study 

(Figure 8, in line with Site #3), see McKenna Neuman et al. (1996). 

Two smaller transverse dunes, located one wavelength apart, were selected to 

represent the 'fine' dune sites (Figure 8, and Figure 9b). Two different dimes (Sites 5, and 6), 

were chosen in order to capture the nppie pattern formed by both the transverse, and 

longitudinal flow regimes actively transporting sand in this area of the dune field Site 5 is 

approximately 1.5m hi& and is f d y  cornplex in form, but is characteristic of the transverse 

ridge bifurcations that occur throughout these smaüer dunes (Figure 9b). In contrast, Site 6 is 

tailer (approxîmately 4m high), and is representative of the transverse ridge f m e s  which 

dominate this part of the dune field 
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Coarse Dune: Sites 1, 3, & 4 I 

'. 

4 interdune 
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w I 
Fine Dune: Sites 5 & 6 

Figure 8. Plan view sketch map of the coarse and f i e  dune sites. Open and closed circles 
represent ananometers, and the anemometerlvane combination, respectively. The crests and 
edges of the dune are drawn as solid and dashed hes, respectively. Shaded areas in the fine 
dune sketch represent hard pan or silt beds. These sketches are not drawn to scale and are 
dBkrent for each site; for a more accurate represeniation of sale and anemometer 
placemenf see Figures 13 and 14. 



Figure 9. Photographs of the coarse and fine dunes. The photograph in a) was taken at Site #3 on the coarse dune, looking north or down the stoss 
slope. Anemometers depicting the crest, stoss, and me of the dune are circled. Labeled scanner components are referred to in greater detail in 84.3 
The photo in b) was taken at Site #5 on the fine dune, looking east towards the alluvial fans (dark band at top of photo). at the base of the Clayton 
Range mountains. Also visible are the computer, table, and hardware control box, as well as anernometers b, c, and d. Anernometers have been 
circled and labeled in both a) and b) using the saine nomenclature devised in the field, in order to maintain consistency with 4 5.2 (see Figures 13, 
and 14). 



4*2 &perh&clCDesign 

2 Wmd F'iiId 

The basic protocol pertaining to instrument setup was the same for both the coarse and 

fine dune sites. Due to limitations in the number of instruments available at Werent times 

throughout the study, each individual site was instrumenteci, s w e y e d ,  and scanned before the 

instniments were moved to the next location. Anemometer transects on the coarse dune were 

laid out where they would be free fiom significant upwind obstructions (i-e., vegetation), and 

where the. traversed different surface slopes at the toe, mid-stoss, crest and lee of the dune 

(Figure 8a). Due to the complex morphology of the fine dunes, anemometers were positioned 

using existing ripple patterns as a form of template or guide, in an attempt to better capture the 

npple formïng wind regime on different slopes in these areas (Figures 8 and 9). Between 4 

and 12 anemometers (R.M. Young 3-cup Wid sent$ anemometers, mode1 # 03001-A), and 

one wind vane (RM Young, mode1 # 03001-V), were deployed at any given the.  The total 

number of anemorneters deployed at each site was dependent upon the size of the transect or 

configuration of the sampting array, and the amount of local variability in surface slope. 

The wind instruments were mounted on mini-masts, 30 cm above the surface, where 

they are withùi the internai boundary Iayer, and yet Iess prone to abrasion (McKema Neuman, 

et al.., 1996). The vane was located at the crest, or highest central point of the anemometer 

array in order to isolate the wind data directly corresponding to the ripple patterns observed. 

The wind data were sampled every 1 second, and recorded as 10 minute averages ont0 a 

~am~be l l@ CRI0 datalogger. Once the anemometers were in place, the transect was surveyed 

using a simple tape, compass, and leveling technique, after which the signincant disturbances 

made to the surface as a resuit of wakng on the dune were smoothed out with a rake. After a 



substantial ripple forming wind evenf during f i c h  the ripples had re-aligneci to the wind and 

obliterated any remainine surface dimirbances, the data were downloaded onto a cornputer and 

stored for later analysis. On average, the time rquired to rework the surface into a naîural 

ripple field was 20 to 30 minutes, under a relatively consistent, above threshold wind regime. 

Once die wind had ceased sufliciently to mark the end of a given whd event, individual 

scan plots were identined and marked using survey pins. The basic critena used in plot 

selection included the pro>amity to an anemometer, consistency of the local slope, and die 

overd consistency of the ripple patterns observed (i.e., not eEected by the presence of the 

anemometers or cables). The laser scanner and associated hardware were then carried onto the 

dune and placed gentiy onto the surface with the y-mis oriented pardel to the ripple crests. 

Due to the complexity of the scanniog process, a more detailed discussion WU follow in 5 4.4. 

An attempt was made to scan the surface as  soon as possible afler a npple forming wind event 

had reworked the surface sufficiently, in order to obtain a virtual 'mapshot' of the ripples 

formed by the wuid for which data were collecteci However, each wind event tended to last a 

duration of 4 to 6 hours. 

4.2.2 Ripple Orientafion and Sut$ace slope 

Several measurements were taken at each scan plot once the scanner was in place. The 

relative position and orientation of the scanner were rneasured using a tape and ~runton@ 

cornpass. These data were later used to infer the orientation of the ripple crests (at right angles 

to the x-axis), and direction of the ripple forming wùid The relative inclination and dip of the 

scanner were measured using an Abney ~evel@ placed directly onto the scanner fiame. These 

data were later used to calculate relative surface dope angles, a positive slope indicating ripples 



tbat were fomied by a wuid rnoving uphill (e-g., up the stoss slope), and a negative slope 

indicating ripples that were formeci by a wind blowing downhill (e.g., down the lee slope). 

4.2.3 Grah char ad^^ 

Once the scanning procedure had been completed, surface grain samples were taken 

fiom the crest aod trough of two npples in each plot ushg thin strips of masking tape. The tape 

was placed on the surface and gently patted down to ensure the topmost surface grains became 

adhered, and then placed in individually labeled 2iploca bags, and stored for later anaiysis. 

These samples were taken to examine the nature of grain sorting between the crest and trough 

of individual ripples, as weil as  to compare the grah characteristics between the two dunes. 

The grain size and shape analyses were performed using a Brinkman Laser Particle 

Size ~ndyzer@ (PSA), in the aeolian research laboratory at Trent University. Because the PS A 

employs a low volume flow-through ceil, only smaü samples (1 .O to 2.5 grams), were required 

In the lab, the samples were soaked for 2 to 4 hours in W e d  water in order to dissolve the 

tape gum The grains were then washed off and transferred to the flow-through ceii of the 

opticai unit of the PSA Image analysis software associateci with the PSA was used to 

determine the grain size and grain shape distributions of each sample. Grain sue is determined 

fiom surface area and volume calculatiom, whereas the shape parameter is a dimensionless 

ratio of grain area to perimeter2 x 4x, with a value of one representing a circle, and zero a he. 

Bulk grab samples (approximateIy 400 gram), were collected f?om both the coarse 

and fine dunes in order to examine the overaü grain size distributions of the Merent 

sediments. Standard sieving techniques were employed using half-phi intend sieves and a 

mechanical shaker. Because ths two grain sue analysis techniques Mer, the PSA tends to 



produce mean grain sizes that are higher (Le., coarser), than those obtained d e n  sieving 

(McKenna Neurnan, 1996 pers. corn). Furthemore, a grab sample is more likely to indicate a 

larger fine fiaction than those data obtained fiom the PSA if any form of preferential erosion of 

h e r  sediment had occurred during the formation of the ripples. 

The foiiowing is a sirnpii6ed summary of the basic procedures foiiowed in the field 

Once a potential site had been identifieci, any ripple patterns present were observed to make 

inferences as to the sand transporting wind patterns. Anemometers were then deployed dong 

the dune and connecteci to the datalogger, ensuring that di cable connections were sound, and 

that logical data were being received and recorded The dune was then sweyed, d e r  which 

any sigdcant disturbances to the surface made by walking on the dune were leveled with a 

rake. The time then came to wait for a sigdcant ripple forming wind event to occur, d e r  

wbich the wind data were downloaded onto a cornputer. The scanner was then carried out ont0 

the dune, and placed within 1 to 2 m of an mernometer. The orientation, dip, and inclination of 

the scanner fiame, as weii as the relative location of the scanner (using the nearest anemometer 

as a d m ) ,  were aü measured and recordeci The ripple surface was then scanned, ensuring 

the scan data were relatively c lan (i.e., not a£Fected by excessive flares or spikes), d e r  which 

a calibration file was recorded Ripple trough and crest grain samples were taken using stnps 

of maslcing tape only &er the scan was completed This having been accomplished, the 

scanner was rnoved to the next anemometer and the same proeess repeated Only after ail the 

scans were completed could the mernometers be moved to the next location or transect. 



4.3 The Laser Scanner 

4.3.1 Tlie Scanning Rocas 

To gain a better understanding of npple rnorphology, it is necessary to obtain detailed 

measurements of npple shape without dishirbing the bedfom To accomplish this, several 

different surface promg techniques have been developed with varied levels of success 

(Gillies, 1994). Given the fiagile nature of aeolian impact npples (Le., that of Ioose, dry sand), 

and the desire for a high precision dataset, traditionai contact profiling techniques were deemed 

hadequate. Therefore, a non-contact, optical laser scanner was adopted for use in this study. 

The 'scanner' consists of an alurninum frame, two independent tracking systems, and a 

head mit which is comprised of a Helium-Neon laser and an adapted 35 mm camera The 

laser is mounted vertically so that the beam appears as a smaü dot (radius = 0.45 mm), on the 

surface. The camera is rnounted on an adjustable a m  and is equipped with a macro lem. The 

body of the camera, however, holds a photo-diode array and circuit board in place of film The 

camera is adjusted such that the point of intersection of the beam and sdace can be manually 

focused through the lem of the camera When the shutter aperture of the camera is open, the 

point of intersection between the beam and surface is reflected ont0 the diode amiy (Figure 

10). The diode array is comprised of 5 12 photocells that electronically register the refiected 

signal of the laser. Therefore, the height of the surface (z), determines &ch of the 512 

photocells (6), is receiving the signal. Because each individuai photocell is 2 pm high, a 

vertical resolution of 0.12 mm cm be obtained, 



Output from 
diode array: 

Elevation 

Figure 10. Optical configuration of the laser scanner. A change in surface height (A elevation), 
relates to a change in the angle between the camera lais  (a, vs. a2), and therefore the position 
of the reflected beam on the diode array (6, vs. &), (modified nom Gillies, 1994). 

The scanner fiame is 166 cm long (x-axis), 76 cm wide (y-axis), and is made of square 

alumuium tubing (Figures 9a and 1 1). Motmted on the x-axis of the fiame is a set of precision 

d e d  tracks. The entire y-axis assembly rides atop the x-axis track on spiral bearhgs. This 

aüows it to be moved along the x-axis by a set of chains connected to a through-fiame drive 

shaft, geared, by way of a transfer case, into a cornputer controlled stepping motor. HaMng 

chains on both sides of the fiame ensures that the y-axis block travels square (i.e., without 

lateral torque or slippage), the entire length of the fkame. 

The head unit nde~ on spiral bearings along a similar set of tracks mounted on the y- 

axis block, and is moved in the y-axis by a threaded rod connected to a separate stepping 

rnotor. In Mis configuration, the head unit can be moved in both the x and y directions to cover 

a total scan area of approxhately 1 10 cm x 50 cm (Figure 1 1). 



1 -  166 cm (x-axis) 

y-axis 
block 

' ~ o m e '  (to hardware 1 / 
control box and precision y independently controlled 

computer) milled tracks stepping motors 

Figure 1 1. Simpfied diagram of the laser scanner (plan view). Not show are: the hardware 
control box, the computer, and the power and data cables to and fiom the laser and m e r a .  

Elevation data are recorded by the cornputer as bits fiom the diode may, whereas the 

x-y grid data are determined through the software and timing of the stepping motors. Each 

scan performed in this study consisted of 2 passes dong the same 900 mm long transect, 

recording a relative elevation vaIue at 0.5 mm intervals (i-e., 1800 data points per pass). The 

ramping and running spseds of the stepping motors were adjusted within the scanner s o h a r e  

to avoid any jerky movernents. The setup thne at each plot took 10 to 15 minutes on average, 

dthough the actuai scan (2 passes, 90 cm Iong), oniy took approlrimately 80 seconds. Once the 

scans were cornpleted, a calibration block wîth 25 steps of hown height (2.0 mm), was used 

to producé a calibration file. This entailed the manual movement of the head unit d e  reading 

the bit value fiom the diode may on a different screen in the scanner software. The entire 

catibration process took approxhately 10 minutes on average. A unique calibration file was 



required for each scan plot as the distance between the camera and the surface is dependent 

upon the micro topography of the surface (i-e., the datum changes every time the scanner is 

moved). 

The total tune required to perform a scan was a p p r o d e l y  25 minutes, whereas the 

time between scans was dependent upon the need to move the associated hardware 

components (e.g., generator, cornputer and table, hardware contro1 box), as well as the scanner 

frame (see Figure 9b). 

4.3.2 Data Conversion and Redudion 

Each calibration file is used to produce a look-up table (derived f?om a hear 

regression equation), which c m  then be implemented (with an associated software program), 

to convert the bit elevation values into millimetes. These data were then brought into a 

M~ATHCAD@ program to perforrn severai filtering operations designed to remove any flares or 

spikes from the data Flares appear in the data when the diode array registers a signal on more 

than one photoceii at the sarne time. This occurs when the light h m  the laser is defiacteci, 

causing multiple beams of light to be focused by the lens onto the diode array, each beam 

simultaneously registering a different signal. This is a fairly cornmon occurrence when 

scanning surfaces that are comprised of highiy anguiar or multi-faceted grains. Flares in the 

data are obvious in that they scale beyond the possible range for real data given the 

configuration of the diode amy, making them easy to detect and remove mathematidy. Once 

these spurious data were rernoved, the 2 passes dong the sarne cross-setion or ripple transect 

were averaged, and then re-fiitered using a five point running mean After this final filtering 

process was completed, the data were exported as a LOTUS" spreaâsheet for M e r  analysis. 



At this stage of the reduction process, the data from the scanner are in a simple 

columnar format, representing the relative elevaiion data in rnillirneters at a known (0.5 mm), 

x-axis interval, To decrease the file size and wnvert the diitir into a more convenient 

geomeûical format (i-e., th& of a representative triangle), a LOTUS@ macro was writîen to 

mathernatidy pinpoint the x-z coordinates of the absolute maximum (peaks), and minimum 

(troughs), of successive ripples, resulting in a table for each scan representing the horizontal 

(x), and vertical (z), coordinates of each npple in the scan plot (see appendor Al). 

Once the scan data were broken down into the tnangulation coordinates (i-e., 

representative tables), they were imported into a p re-p rogrammed EXCEL@ template which 

calcdated the various morphological parameters and representative statistics for each scan plot 

(see appendix A2). To ensure the data reduction process was executed successfiilly, each set 

of scan data was plotted dong with the correspondhg representative triangle data. This 

allowed for the manual (i.e., subjective), exclusion of data which did not appear to be 

representative of true ripples. Therefore, after having performed this manuai exclusion 

process, of the more than 200 npples scamed in the field, only 175 were kept for m e r  

anaiysis. 



5. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The overaii purpose of this section is to provide a summary of the resdts obtained fiom 

the data conversion and reduction processes discussed in the previous sectioa This will set the 

stage for a more detailed evaluation and discussion of the morphology of aeolian impact npples 

formed in a lliifural dune settuig as they relate to wind regime, sUTface slope angle, and grain 

characteristics. These data will also be used to compare the results fiom this empirical shidy to 

those derived f?om the detailed literahire review on the current concepnial, theoretical, and 

mathematical models of impact ripple development 

S. 1 Ripple Scnns 

Figures 12 and 13 represent six examples of npple scans, one fkom each group. 

AIthoiigh there is a wide variation throughout the entire dataset, these plots are representative 

of 'typical' rïpple scans f%om each c1ass. However, the scans s h o w  were not chosen only to 

represent diese groupings, but also to indicate some of the advantages and limitations of the 

data reduction process. Before discussing the ripple data thernselves, it is useM to point out 

some of the advantages and limitations of the scanning and data reduction process. The main 

advantage Lies in the ability to obtaùi high resolution data for several ripples in a relatively short 

penod of tirne. Furthemore, because the data are acquired in a digital format, subsequent data 

manipulation and analyses are made easier without accruing transcription problems that occur 

when using methods such as digitizing. Similarly, the output format of the ceordinate tables 

dowed the data to be imported into an EXCEL@ template, thereby automating a l l  of the 

calculations pertaining to ripple geometry shape parameters and theû representative staîishcs. 
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Figure 12. Sample ripple sçans fiom the coarse dune site. (f's joined by a dashed line 
represent computed ripple peaks and troughs). 
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Figure 13. SampIe npple sans fiom the fine dune site. (+'s joined by a dashed h e  represent 
computed ripple peaks and trou&). 



There are, however, several disadvantages to this technique, most of which are the 

direct result of using a straight iine to represent c w e d  or complex slopes. Although this is 

evident in most of the scan data (see appendiv A2), Figure 13a indicates cases where a straight 

line does, and does not, represent a good approximation of the actuai dope scanned Similar 

problems can be seen in Figure 13 where straight lines provides poor approximâbons of curvi- 

linear and complex slopes. However, it is important to consider the relative scale of the 

becifomis and vertical exaggeration in the plots themselves. Therefore, what may appear to be 

a large degree of misrepresenîation caused by using a straight line, may also be an 

exaggeration caused by the scale factor used 

Another limitation e h  in the method used to calculate the location of peaks and 

troughs in the production of the tabdar dataset, and refers to the objedvity involved in the 

process of madiematicaiiy defining a ripple. Figures 12a and 12c indicate probiems occurring 

when nppk peaks are flat topped, or are comprised of two or more 'peaks'. However, because 

the location of these maximum peaks and minimum troughs were obtained fiom the dataset 

using the same algonthm for a i l  scans, the definition of a npple remained consistent 

throughout. 

This method still required some subjective intervention because of these problems and 

the presence of ripple bifurcations. To address this issue, the original ripple scan data and the 

representative triangles were overlaid in order to eliminate (manuaily), any ripple data that 

appeared to be the result of bifurcations (e-g., Figure 12a), or other unexplained incongmities 

(e.g., Figure 12b,c). This technique, although tedious, proved the most effetive method for 

eLUnina~g the possibility of inclusionary errors, although it may have resulted in exclusionary 

ones. 



Observation of the ripple plots in Figures 12 and 13 iudicate that in generai, the coarse 

ripples are smaller than the h e  ripples, both in height and in wavelengdi. The. are also more 

symmetrïcal, with less cuni-linear slopes. The coarse npples also appear more jagged, 

indicating that the scanner is capable of r eg i s t e~g  large, individuai grains sitting on the 

surface. However, because these ripple s c m  are only a s d  subset of the entire dataset, it is 

inappropriate to make any furdier inferences without first examining the way in *ch the data 

are cihributed throughout the entire dataset. However, before d.us is perfonned, it is useM to 

f h t  examine the surface dope, wind regime, imd sedùnent characteristics responsible for the 

ripples scanned 

5.2 Surface SIope 

The generd morphology of the coarse and fine dunes are shown in Figures 14 and 15, 

respectively. Also plotted on these figures are the locations of the anemometers and wind vane 

(these also represent approxirnate scan plot locations). Because the coarse dune sites were 

instnimented and surveyed as 2-dimensional transects, they have been plotted using a 

dimensionless length ratio of distance fiom the toe to totd transect length (ci/&), against 

relative elevation in meters (Figure 14). The slope values used to group the scan data refer to 

those values measured dong the x-axis of the scanner, and are therefore dependent upon the 

orientation of the scanner as weU as the relative position on the dune slope. Therefore, the 

relative surface slopes observed in Figures 14 and 15 do not necessarily represent the surface 

slopes referred to in the andysis of the ripple data 
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Figure 14. Twodhnensional cross-section of the warse dune sites inc1udi.g the location of 
anemometers and the wind vane. Distance is plotîed as and relative elevation as meters 
above an arbÏtrary datum. The labels coincide with boih the photograph in Figure 9% and the 
following discussion of the wind data. 
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The relative dune slope angles ranged fiom -6 to +IO degrees. In order to quan* the 

effect of surface slope on ripple morphology, the scan pIots were grouped into one of the 

foiiowing groups: positive or uphill dope (-2" to +6"), Ievel or fiat slope (-2" to +29, and 

negative or d o 4  slope (-6' to c-2"). Because only one scan plot exceeded +6" (Site #3, 

scan plot RIO, +IO") it was incorporated into the >+2 to +6 category. In this context, îhe level 

groop is mutually inclusive, whereas the positive and negative siope classes represent ripples 

formed on slopes greater than +2', and less than -ZO, respectiveIy. Therefore, although the 

ciasses are not defied as  such in several of the figures and tables, the nomenclature discussed 

above best represents the way in which the data were grouped 
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Figure 15. Three-dimensiod surfàce models of the fine dune sites (Sites 5 and 6). 
Anemometer ami vane locations bave been iabeled for reférence to the wind data to be 
discussed in 4 5.3, as weIl as to coincide with the photograph in Figure 9b. 

Figure 15 depicts 3-dimensional surface models of the two fine dune sites plotted on an 

irnaginary x-y plane (i-e., with the x-axis representing a north-south transect, and the y-& 



aiigped west-east), using a 10 m elevaîion as an arbitrary datum from the lowest point in each 

swey. These surfaces are much more complex than the coarse dune sites. This is due to the 

complex nature of both the dune rnorphology. and the simd transporting wind regime present in 

tfiis area of the dune field. 

Site #5 was located in a transitional or bifutcating area between two transverse dunes 

in order to capture the wider range of flow patterns actively transporthg sand in that region. 

Similady, the anemorneters were positioned across the siope in two tramects in order to 

examine the ripples formed throughout the sampling array, across the entire surface of the dune 

(Figures 8 and 15). Site #6, on the other hand, was located on the windward face of a slightly 

larger, fan shaped dune, located one full wavelength upwind fiom Site #5. Because of its 

distinctive shape, anemorneters were spread out in a grid-like fashion in order to capture the 

ripple patterns formed across the stoss face of the dune. 

The decision to investigate the rnorphology of impact npples over these complex 

surfaces was based on several cntena Due to the presence of a collaborative research project 

taking place dong the same set of fine dunes, it was origindy anticipated that data might be 

shared between the two saidies. However, a lack of instrumentation and ciifferences in 

research agendas made it impossible to directiy iink the two studies. T h e  consîraints, in 

conjunction with adverse wind conditions (Le., reversing, longitudinal flowç), also enforced the 

need to coilect ripple data fiom these complex surfaces. Although there were simpler featutes 

(i-e., straight transverse ndges), within the same generd are% the wiod was not blowing 

transverse up the stoss slope at the tirne. However, although the data nom the fine dunes 

represent a much more complex system, the ripples formed are no less real than those that 

rnight fom on a more simple, straight slope. 



5.3 W d R e @ .  

The wind speed data were coiiected as  10 minute averages, 30 cm above the surface. 

These data were bien converted into msmL using coefficients obtained fiom pst  field 

calibrations, after which ail of the wind data below the 2 ms-' anemometer threshold were 

eIiminated Although some blanks in the velocity data exkt due to Ininor electrical problems 

encountered in the field, enough data were recovered to infer the relative wind characteristics 

responsible for the resdtant npple patterns scanned (Figures 16 through 20). The wind 

direction data were wilected from the one vaoe located at the highest or most representative 

and unobstnicted position in the sampling may- These vane data (also collected as 10 minute 

averages), were correctecl against a magnetic north bearing taken in the field, and converted 

into degrees fiom north (positive to the east, and negative to the west). These data were then 

plotted as time series dong with the wind speed data in order to visualize the way in which 

wind speed and direction varied (Figures 16 through 20). 

Although the wind was considered to be relatively consistent in field-relative terms, the 

time series depicts the presence of sporadic, gusty wind conditions for most of the wind data 

collected The aerodynamic transport threshold wind speed (U033, is also shown on each 

graph in order to indicate the winds responsible for the formation of the ripples observed at 

each site (i-e., where U0.3 2 UO2J. This line also helps to indicate that in the natural 

environment, ripples are usually formed by short duration, high velocity wllids, much unlike 

those conditions simulaîed in wind tunnel and laboratory experirnents. 

nie wind regime at the coarse dune sites (Figures 16 through 18), is characterized by 

fiow acceleration with distance up the stoss slope, foilowed by a marked deceleration in the lee. 

This phenornena is consistent with the aeoiian literature pertaining to fiow over dunes 



(Lancaster, et al., 1996; McKenna Neuman, et al., 1996). At Site 1 (Figure 16), the wind was 

not only sporadic (as indicated by the peaks in the velocity data), but it &O originated h m  

various directions. These data, when considered in conjunction with some of the anomaiies to 

the general trends of the wind speed data (Le., where the wind at the toe is moving twice as fast 

as it is at the crest: lime = 70 minutes), suggests the presence of short duation, longitudind 

flows îraveling perpendicular to the regional wind at certain parts of the dune where they were 

not picked up by the crest vane. 

Figure 16. Wind speed and direction data for the coarse dune: Site #l .  Wind direction is 
piotted as degrees fiom magnetic north, over the same time series as the wind speeû data, 

The wind conditions at Site 3 (Figure 17), were optimal in that they were relatively 

consistent, both in direction and in velocity. Furthemore, a l e s  pronounceci flow acceleration 
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e h  in these data (ive., only a 1 ms" ciifference in wind speed between the toe and crest of the 

dune). However, at Site 4, the data are again more sporadic and are bimodally distributeci in 

their origin. A closer examination of the data indicates that the portion of the data (time = 

O to 560 minutes), represent winds blowing fiom the east (Figure 18). Therefore, the ripples 

were h t  created by the relatively consistent east winds, and were then subjected to reworking 

by sporadic gusts orighating Eom the north. Although this complicates the ripple pattern 

scanned and the dissociation of the f&om which affect ripple shape, these data are more 

characteristic of ripples seen in the natural environment wtiere wind flow pattern can change 

Time (minutes) 

Figure 17. Wind speed and direction data for the coarse dune: Site #3. Wind direction is 
plotted as degrees h m  magnetic north, over the same tirne series as the wind speed data. 



Figure 18. Wmd speed and direction data for the coarse dune: Site M. Wind direction is 
plotted as degrees from magnetic north, over the sarne time senes as the wind speed data. 

At the fine dune sites, the flow is comprised of essentiaüy two sand transporthg wind 

regimes, one acting perpendicular to the crest, the other somewhat oblique or longitudinal. 

This is evident in Figures 19 and 20 by the somewhat larger range of flow directions depicted 

in the wind direction curves. Due to the complex flow characteristics and larger number of 

anemometen deployed on the fine dunes (Figures 8 and 15), data f?om ody four instruments at 

each site are shown. The wind regime at Site 5 (Figure 19), was dominated by winds blowing 

fiom the east, no&-east, although the wind speed data are extremely complex. There is a 

large Merence between wind speeds at anemometers located oniy a few meters away from 

each other, only part of which can be characterized as fiow acceleration (Figure 19). This is, 

however, believed to be characteristic of the wind fiow conditions in the interdimes and sacidles 



of these highiy active features. The wind velocity data are similady cornplex for Site 6, 

dthough the wind blew essentidy from the no&, north-west (Figure 20). However, scans 

could ody be perfomed halfway up die stoss slope because of two converging ripple patterns 

seen on the surface. 

Tm (minutes) 

Figure 19. Wind speed and direction data for the fine dune: Site #5. Wind direaion is plotted 
as degrees fiom magnetic north, over the sarne t h e  series as the wind speed data. 

Many of the problems encountered later were unavoidable due to the naturd variabiiity 

and cumplexity of the wind data However, several factors were recognized which should be 

considered in any friture work The wind data were not rewrded at a fine enough time interval 

(Le., 10 minute averages), leading to an exaggerated smoothing of the wind speed data The 



wind changes both speed and direction on an instantaneous time scale. Because the sediment 

transport systern is wntroiied by these fluid forces, it is capable of mimicking these changes 

with a m i n i d  Iag time, meaning that ripples are capable of changing form on the scale of 10's 

of seconds, not 10's of minutes. Furthemore, problems associated with the deceleration of the 

wind and how it afFects ripple morphology are yet to be mderstood Therefore, it is ah& 

impossible to determine exactly whaî kinds of wind velocity and boundary layer conditions 

were responsible for the formation of the ripples scanneci. This, is a problern encountered even 

in wind tunnel stuclies, where a lag time between the end of a nrn and the complete cessation of 

the wiud withui the tunnel exists. 

Figure 20. Wind s p d  and direction &ta for the fine dune: Site #6. Wind direction is plotid 
as degrees h m  magnetic north, over the same time series as the wind sp& data. 
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Therefore, athough the original intention was to divide the ripple data inta those 

formed under different wind regimes, the inherent complexity of the wind data collecteci, and 

inability to dissociate the effects of gustiness, flow acceleration, and fiow dederation did not 

make this practical. Furthermore, had this M e r  Ievel of division been made, the scan data 

would have been subdivided into groups consisthg of less than 5 to 10 ripples each (Le., 1 scan 

plot), making it inappropriate to Uifer anythuig about the overaü characteristics of the 

population. 

5.4 Grah Cltaraderistics 

Sieving analyses of the bulk grab samples fYom each dune produced the grain size 

distributions shown in Figure 21. These data indicated that the sediment. that comprise both 

dunes are weil sorted, and con& of a relatively s m d  range of grain sizes. The mean grain 

sizes (computed using the method of moments), of the coarse and fine dunes are 0.48 mm 

(Figure 21a), and 0.17 mm (Figure 21b), respectively. Grain size and shape analyses were 

performed on the tape samples in order to determine the variability in grain size and shape 

characteristics between npple peaks and trou& on both the fine and coarse graineci dunes. 

The results fiom these anatysis are summarized in Figure 22, wfiere open and closed symbols 

indicate samples &om ripple troughs and crests, respectively. The size and shape data fall into 

two distinct groups, indichg the merence between dimes, aIthough there is no apparent 

merence between the crest and trough of individual ripples. 



Figure 2 1. Grain size distributions of the bulk sediment sarnpies taken nom a) the coarse dune, 
and b) the fine dune. NB: (4 = 1og2d). 
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Figure 22. Relationship between grain size and grain shape fiom ripple trough and crest 
SuTfàce sampla taken fiom the fine and coarse dune sites. 



A comparison between the grab and tape samples indicates diat on the coarse dtme, the 

grab samples have a larger fine grained fraction. This coarsening of npple surfàces has been 

noted by other authors (e-g., Anderson and Bunas, 1993), and is indicative of the preferential 

erosion of h e r  sediment fiom the coarse sediment A characteristic grain size sorting between 

the trough and crest of impact npple~ has been noted by several auhors. This phenornenon, is 

not supported by these data However, in situ observations ïndicated that the grains which 

comprise the crest are different than those found in the trough and on the stoss slope, indicaihg 

that some form of grain sorting process was taking place. Therefore, it appears as though the 

sorting process is dependent upon sorne other grain characteristic, such as density, and is not 

entirely dependent upon grain size. 

S. 5 Ckur(~derisrics of Ri'pple Morpiroibgy 

In order to gain a better understanding of the way in which the npple shape data were 

distributed, percent fiequency distributions (Figures 23 through 28), were produced based on 

the same grain size and dope groupings used above. The corresponding descriptive statistics 

for each group used throughout the foliowing discussion are presented in Table 2. The class 

ranges used in the cdculation of the fkequency plots were selected in order to provide a 

consistent comparison behveen d of the data for any given shape parameter. The following is 

a brief discussion of the general trends seen in the fiequency distribution data 

Ripple stoss and lee slope angles were caiculated between the straight line connecting 

successive troughs, and the iine jolliing trough to peak (for Sa), and peak to trough (for La). 

An attempt was made to correct these values using the relative i n c ~ o n  and clip of the 

scanner &me. However, this resulted in some instances where ripple lee slope angles were 



inched upward, and stoss slope angles downward (i.e., negative), relative to the horizontal 

plane, making data interpretation difficult This phenornenon was also noted as a problem by 

Werner, et al. (1986). Therefore, the npple slope angle data were left as they were cdculated 

relative to the surface slope. 

Figure 23 indicates that the data for ripple stoss slopes are not normdy distributeci., 

with the exception of the negative siope data fiom the couse dune (Figure 23c). The average 

stoss slope angles of ripples are larger on the fine dune than the coarse graineci dune for 

positive (3.9 > 3.2), and Ievel(4.6 > 4.4). slopes. However, ripples fomed on level slopes, on 

both the fine and coarse dunes (Figure 23b,e), have larger stoss slope angles bian those formed 

on positive (Figure 23a,d), or negaîive (Figure 23c,f), dopes. Similar trends can ais0 be seen 

in the Iee slope angle fiequency distributions (Figure 24), in that both coarse and fine grained 

ripples formed on level slopes have larger lee slope angles (5.4 and 6.5), than those formed on 

positive slopes (4.6 and 5.5). Ripples formed on the fine dune have larger lee slope angles than 

those formed on the coarse dune. Furthemore, although the fine dune data are not nomdy 

distributed, the coarse data appear much more scattered This can also be seen in the 

coefficient of variance data (a measure of variance (%), within each subset or grouping: 

variance = std dev. / rnean 100), which indicate that the average variance in the coarse dune 

data is 26%, where the fine grained ripple data have only a 17% coefficient of variance. 



Figure 23. Frequency Distributions of Ripple Stoss Slope Angle 
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Figure 28. Frequency Distributions of Ripple Symmetry 
Coarse Dune 
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for grouped ripple scans, where: Sa = stoss dope angle, La = lw slope angle, , H = ripple height, L = ripple 
wavelength, RI =. npple index, Sy = symmetry ratio, and Area = ripple cross-sectional area. 
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Frequency distributions of rippk height indicate that npples formed on the fine dune 

are, on average, nearly twice as tail (6.4 mm), as those on the coarse dune (3.4 mm), (Figure 

25, and Table 2). The fine dune data are approrcimately n o d y  distnbuted, whereas the 

couse dune data exhibit a unique trend The distniution of coarse dune ripple height data is 

positively skewed, with one height class representing more than 40% of the data for each slope 

category (Figure 25a,b,c). Furthemore, this 40% category s W  fiom the 2.0 mm high class 

on the positive slope (Figure 25a), to the 3.0 mm class on the level slope (Figure 25b), to the 

4.0 mm class on negaiive slope (Figure 25c), suggesting that a strong relationship between 

ripple height and surface dope in the warse dune data e&. 

An examination of the ripple wavelength data (Figure 26), indicates a sirniiar trend 

The coarse dune data are again positively skewed, with one category representing more than 

45% of the data for the ripples fomed on both positive (Figure 26a), and level (Figure 26b), 

slopes. The fine dune data, although also positively skewed, are more normally distributeci 

than the coarse dune data Furthemore, for each slope class, the fine dune ripples are longer 

than their coarse grained counterparts. 

The fiequency distributions for the rïpple index 0, and symmeny ratio (Sy), data are 

more difEcult to interpret in that the parameters are based on more than one variable. RI is 

generally Iarger for the coarse grauied ripples, except for those formed on negative slopes 

which appear similar, whereas the distributions appear similar between the two grain sizes for 

both the level (Figure 27b,e), and positive (Figure 27a,d), siope groups. Furthermore, all the 

RI  data are positively skewed (except for corne ripples on negative dopes). The Sy data 

(Figure 28a,b,c), on the other hand, appear to be aimost randomly dktributed for the coarse 

dune data These warse ripple data also extend over a greater range of values, with a higher 



percentage of data exceeding a symmetry value of 1. Therefore, ripples formed on the coarse 

dune are more symmeûical, but are also more difficult to interpret due to their tendency to have 

lee dope lengths that are equai to or greater than their stoss dopes. 

Although fiequency distri'butions of ripple cross-sectional are. are not shown, the 

summary statistics in Table 2 indicate that the fine npples (= 500 mm2), are roughly 40% 

greater in area than the coarse npples (z 190 mm2). This is intuitive fiom the analysis of the 

ripple height and wavelength distributions, which indicated that fine grained ripples are both 

higher and longer than coarse grained ripples. It is also interesting to note that the coefficient 

of variances are typicdy higher for the coarse grained ripples than the fine grained ripples 

(Table 2). This implies that there is more variability in the coarse dune data, and that the fine 

ripples are much more consistent, or self-sirnilar, in f o m  

To test the many observations noted thus far, the scan data were also analyzed 

staîistically. The first set of tests were aimed at determining if there is a significant merence 

between the shape parameters of ripples formed on the coarse and fine dunes. To accomplish 

this, a one-way ANOVA between the coarse and fine dunes was performed on each shape 

parameter using a 95% confidence limit. Sample sizes (Le., number d ripples), for the coarse 

and fine dunes analyzed were 82 and 93, respectively. The results &om these analyses are 

presented in Table 3. The nomenclature of comparing coarse versus fine npples was adopted 

to foincide with the discussion detailing the theorized affects of grain size on resultant ripple 

morphology (5 3.4). As show in Table 3, both ripple height and ripple wavelength were 

significantiy less for ripples formed on the coarse dune than for those formed on the fme dune. 

Therefore, they also have smder cross-sectionai areas. Furthemore, because ripple stoss 

dope angles were not significantly different between the two dunes, but ripple lee dope angles 



were smaller on the coarse dune, both npple index and ripple symmetq are greatex for the 

coarse grained ripples. 

-- - 

Ripple Shape Parameter 1 Coarse vs ~ ' i e ~ -  1 
Lee dope angle (La) 1 5.3 c 6.2 1 
Stoss slope angle (Sa) 1 4.1 < > 4.3 1 
Height (H) 1 3.1 < 6.5 1 

Symmetry Index (Sy) 1 0.82 > 0.70 1 

Wavelength Q 

Ripple Index (RI) 

Ripple Area (Area) 1 152 < 507 1 

78.7 < 148.2 
26.9 > 23.6 

Table 3. Resuits of the ANOVA tests performed on the coarse and fine dune ripple shape 
parameter data. &: there is no s i incant  difference betwem shape parameters of ripples 
formed on dunes cornprised of dif3erent grain sizes, where: ail tests were performed at the 
95% confidence interval; > indicates signifcantly greater than; < indicates siguficantiy less 
than; and c > indiates no significant difference. 

On the basis of the results depicted in Table 3, the ripple data were subdivided into the 

three slope classes in order to determine if there are any sigrilficant merences between the 

shape parameters for ripples fomed on different surface slopes. To accompiish this, one-way 

ANOVA tests were performed to compare npple shape parameters from each dope class (i-e., 

positive versus level, negative versus level, and negative versus positive). However, because 

of the M e r  division, sample sizes are relatively small for data fiom both the coarse (positive 

slope = 21, level dope = 47, and negative slope = 14), and fine (positive dope = 23, level slope 

= 39, and negative dope = 3 l), grained dunes. 

Table 4 represents the results fiom the ANOVA tests performed on the coarse grained 

ripples formed on Merent surface slopes. An andysis between npples formed on positive and 

level slopes indicates that positive ripples have longer wavelengdis but are similar in height, 



and that both the stoss and lee slope angles on positive npples are srnalier thau diose on level 

ripples. Therefore, RI is also higher on positive ripples, alîhough Sy and cross-sectional area 

are essentiaiiy the same. 

The ANOVA tests between ripples fomed on negative and Ievel slopes indicate that 

negative slope ripples are higher and longer than ripples formed on IeveI slopes. Therefore, 

negative slope ripples also have larger cross-sectionai areas. Because d other ripple shape 

parameters are sirnilar (i.e., no simwit ciifference), between the two slope classes, rippks 

formed on negative slopes are similar in general shape, yet proportionaiiy Iarger. 

Comparing ripples formed on negative and positive slopes demonstrated that aegative 

ripples are higher than positive ripples aithough rhey have similar wavelengths. However, both 

stoss and Iee slope angles are higher on negative rippIes. Therefore, RI is srnaiier for negative 

ripples, whereas Sy and ripple cross-sectional area are essentidy the sarne. 

Course Grained Dune 

Rippie Shape Parameter 1 Positive vs LeveI 1 Negative vs Levd 1 Negative vs ~ositive 

1 1 1 

Stoss siope angie (Sa) 1 3.2 c 4.4 1 4.4 < >  4.4 1 4.4 > 3.2 

1 I I 

Lee dope angle (La) 1 4.6 c 5.4 

Ripple Index (RI) 1 32.9 > 25.1 1 24.1 c > 25.1 1 24.1 c 32.9 

- .  

Height (H) 

Wavelength (L) 

I I 1 

Ripple Area (Area) ( 157 < >  107 1 295 > 107 1 295 < >  157 

5.7 e > 5.4 

Table 4. Resuits of the ANOVA tests performed on the shape parameters of çoarse grained 
ripples forrned on d.erent surlàce slopes. H,,: there is no sisnificant difkrence between 
shape parameters of rippIes formed on different suriàce slopes, where: aIi tests were 
performed at the 95% confidence interval; > indicates signi£icantly greater than; < indicates 
significautly less than, and < > indiCates no sigdicant digerence. 

5.7 > 4.6 

2.9 c > 2.7 

86.0 > 65.8 
4.6 > 2.7 

11 1 > 65.8 
4.6 > 2.9 

111 < >  86.0 



Table 5 represents the results from the ANOVA tests perfomed on the fine dune data 

Stoss slope angle, lee slope angle, and ripple height are aii lower on positive slopes than tfiey 

are on level slopes. Because the ripple wavelengths are similar, those ripples formed on 

positive slopes are flatter, with higher IU values but sirnilar Sy values. 

Stoss slope angle and npple height are both less on negative ripples than tfiey are on 

ripples formed on level slopes, meaning that RI is also higher on negative slope npples. 

However, because the lee dope angles and ripple wavelengths are sirnilar, ripple symrnetry and 

cross-sectional area are s idm also. 

Cornparisons between ripples formed on negative and positive slopes indicated that 

ripple lee dope angle, and Sy were lower on negative slope ripples. Othenivise, the ripples 

formed on both negative and positive slopes are essentidy the sarne. 

Fine Grained Dune 

1 Rippk Shape Panmeter 1 Positive vs Levd 1 Negative vs Level ( Negative vs Positive 1 
1 I 1 

Lee dope angle (Lu) 1 5.5 c 6.6 1 6.3 < > 6.6 1 6.3 > 5.5 1 

1 Ripple Index (RI) 1 25.7 > 22.0 1 24.1 > 22.0 1 24.1 < > 257 1 

Stoss dope angle (Sa) 

Height (H) 

1 EüppIe Area (Area) 
1 I I 

( 468 571 1 455 < > 571 1 455 < > 468 1 
Table 5. Results of the ANOVA tests performed on the shape parameters of h e  grained 

ripples formed on different surfke slopes. Ho: there is no s i d c a n t  ditErence between 
shape parameters of npples formed on différent mfàce slopes, where: al1 tests were 
perfomed at the 95% confidence intervai; > indicates significantly greater than; < indicates 
signüicantly las  than; and < > indicates no signüïcant difkrence. 

3.9 < 4.6 

5.9 < 7.1 
4.0 < 4.6 

6.1 < 7.1 

4.0 < > 3.9 

6.1 c > 5.9 



These tables, although somewhat ample& represent a great deal of idionnabon and 

form the basis for a comparative d y s i s  between the ripple shape parameters measured in this 

study, and the expected or hypothesized &kcts as proposed by theory. To facilitate this 

analysis, similar tables were produced to represent the expected effects of grain size and 

surface dope on ripple morphology (as discussed in 3 -4). 



6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The purpose of this section is to address the third and last objective (4 l), by 

cornparing Le empirical data coilected in this study to the current conceptuai, theoretical, and 

mathematical models, and to those data reported in the literature. The recent advances in 

aeoliao impact npple modeling made by Anderson and others (as discussed in 8 3.4). were 

used to derive the expected effects of grain size and surface dope on npple morphology. The 

cornparison between the ernpincal data tiom the literature and the data fiom this study wiU be 

accomplished by comparing specinc npple shape parameters and the conditions relevant to 

ripple formation. 

6.1 Factors Affecthg Ripple Shqe: Ineoreticai vs. Obsetved 

Generalized theories pertaining to the effects of grain size on ripple shape have evolved 

over the past 50 years to a state where models have been developed based on the physics and 

hown mechanical properties of the aeolian sediment transport systern Theory, as defined by 

Anderson (1987, 1990), and discussed in § 3.4, States that coarse grains have shorter, lower 

angle saitation and reptation trajectones, producing lower profile ripples with shorter 

wavelengths, low lee dope angles, and higher stoss dope angles. Therefore, coarse grained 

ripples should &O be more syrnmetricd, with smailer cross-sectional areas. 

To test whether or not this dieov is well founded, Table 6 was used to compare the 

observed relationships between coarse and fine dune rippie data (ht column), and the 

'expected', or hypothesized, results as derived fiom theory (second column). The dark shaded 

ceils indicaie instances where the observed relatiomhip between grain size and ripple shape 

parameter were the same as the predicted, whereas the lighter shaded cells indicate that die 



empirical data neither support, nor contradicf what was predicted from hwry (i-e., the 

relationsbips were not opposing). Table 6 indicates that in ali but two instances, the observed 

relationships between grain size and ripple shape parameter were wrrectly predicted 

Observed W. Fxpected: En& of Grain Size on Ripple Shape 

Table 6. Cornparison between the observed and expected effects of grain size on the resuitant 
rippLe shape parameters, where T', and 'F' refer to npples formed on the coarse and fme 
dunes, respectively. Dark ceU shading indicates that the observed relationship equais the 
expectsd, and light shading indicates that they neither support, nor contradict. 

It was expected that iU would be the same for ripples formed on both the fine and 

coarse dunes because both height and wavelength increase with h e r  sediments. However, the 

observed relationship indicated that RI is si&cantly higher for corne grained npples. 

Because R i  is a ratio index (Le., equaüy dependent on both H and L), the observed data 

suggest that diese two parameters (H and L), do not scale proportionally. Therefore, coarse 

grained ripples are not simply scaled down versions of fine grained ripples, diey are flatter, and 

more elongated in shape. It is, however, more difFicult to determine why there was no 

significant ciifference observed between the stoss dope angles of rippIes formed on the two 

sedimentoIogicaiiy different dunes. The overali gwd agreement between the observed and 



predicted relationships suggests that the effects of grain size on the sediment transport system, 

and the development of aeolian impact npples, is sutnciently understood 

Similar to grain shape, theories have also been developed in an attempt to understand 

the effects of surface slope on the sediment transport system, and therefore, the development of 

impact ripples. Those b r i e s  deating with relative surface dope are based on the assumption 

diat the flow is paraiiei with the horizontal plane (i-e., does not folIow the contours of the 

surface). In this way, the sediment transport system is af5ected by tnincating saltation and 

reptation pathlengths on positive (Le., uphill), slopes, and elongating pathlengtbs on negative or 

downhill slopes. Therefore, on positive slopes, grains will impact the bed at Iower velocities 

and at higher angles, having traveled only part-way through their trajectones. This change in 

process should cause impact ripples to form with steep stoss and lee slope angles, higher 

amphdes, and shorter wavelengths. These upslope ripples should also have low RI values, 

and higher symmetry ratios, the opposite being true for ripples formed on negative slopes. 

Table 7 collstitutes a cornparison between the observed and expected morphology of 

coarse and fine grained ripples fomed on different surface slopes. The same nomenclature 

pertaining to celi shading has been maintaineci, indicating that there are only 2 instances fiom 

the coarse dune, and 4 ftom the fine, where the observed relationships are the same as those 

predicted In fact, there are more occurrences where the observed relationships between 

surface dope and shape parameter contradict the expected resuits (opposite signs = no 

shading). 



Observed vs. Expected, Course Dune: Surface Slope 

Ripple Shape Parameter 

Ripple Index (RI) IUl 0;;":>*:.& P e L  24.1 < > 25.1 N > L  24.1 < 32.9 

Symmetry Index (Sy) P > L  0.82 < > 0.83 N < L  0.82 < > 0.77 
L 

Ripple Area (Area) 157 < > 107 

Observed vs. Erpecled, Fine Dune: Surface Siope 

II Ripple Shape Parameter 1 Positive vs Level 1 Expected 1 Negative vs Level 1 Expected 1 Negative vs Positive 1 Expected 1 
1 

PI,- 

Lee slope angle (La) 5.5 < 6.6 P > L  6.3 > 6.6 6.3 > 5.5 Ncp*l 

Ripple Index (RI) 25.7 > 22.0 P < L  

SWW @Y) 0.74 5,  0.72 P > L  
Ripple Area (Area) 468 < >  571 P < l  

Table 7. Cornparison between the observed and expected effects of surface dope on the resultant ripple shape parameters, where 'P', 'L', and 
'N' refer to ripples f o d  on positive, level, and negative slopes, respectively. Dark shading indicates the observed equals the expected, light 
shading indicates the observed relationships neither support nor contradict the theory, and no shading indicates that the observd are 
contradictory to theory. 



One consistent observation that can be made for both coarse and fine grained ripples is 

that ripple stoss slope angles are smaiier on positive slopes (3.2 and 3.9), bian they are on level 

(4.4 and 4.6), or negative (4.4 and 4.0), slopes. The same relationship exisis for ripple lee 

slope angles of ripples formed on both coarse and fine grained dunes, where ripples on positive 

slope (4.6 and 5.5), are less than Ievel (5.4 and 6.6), and negative (5.7 and 6.3), slopes. This 

relationship involving surface slope and npple slope mgies is contradictory to die proposed 

theory that surface slope, and its relation to gravity (i-e., the truncation and elongation of 

saltation and reptation trajectories), control ripple dope angles. 

One other general trend in h th  the corne and h e  dune data is ttiat cornparisons 

involving ripples formed on positive slopes are more contradictory to the predicted than the 

other two slope classes. There are two possible explanations for this relationship. The first 

presumes that those theones conceming the development of impact npples on positive slopes 

are faulty. However, the exact opposite relationships were used to predict the shape of npples 

fonned on negative slopes, and they are not as contradictory fiom the observed as those on 

positive slopes. 

Another possible exphnation for the lack of predictability on the positive slopes is due 

to the win4 and not the surface dope at aü. As noted in the wind velociq data for both dunes 

(Figures 15 thtough 19), flow acceleration occurs as the wind flows up and over the dune 

surface. However, not only does the wind accelerate with distance upslope, but the height and 

duence of the internai boundary layer also changes as it evolves fiom toe to crest. Therefore, 

the wind on a positive or stoss dope may be characterized by an internai bounrlary layer that is 

very different in form than on other parts of the dune. This phenomenon is itselfaffected by the 

fact that the wind does not travel in a two dimensional transect up and over the dune surface. 



The wind vane data in Figures 15 through 19 indicate that the wind is often multi-directional. 

Furthemore, these data only represent one location on the dune, whereas field observations 

have shown that the wind may originate £iom one direction at the crest of the dune, and fiom 

another at the toe or in the lee. This has long been recosnU;ed as a problem d e n  deaihg with 

mîwal wind conditions, especidiy in a n d  dune setting. Sharp (1963), wtiilst attempting to 

discem the eff- of grain size on resultant ripple wavelength, indicated that in some cases the 

effect of the wind simply outweighs the effects of grain size or other influencing factors. 

Another possible explmation for the observed data not corresponding to the theones is 

an artifact of the limited nurnber of sampIes in some groups. Once the data were broken dowu 

into the six groups (three slope classes per grain size), the total nurnber of ripples available for 

andysis becornes particulariy smaii for some gmups (e.g., 23 fine grahed ripples on positive 

slopes; 14 and 21 coarse grained ripples on negative and positive slopes, respectively). 

Furthemore, the fiequency distributions and summary statistics (Figures 22 through 27, and 

Table 2), indicate thaî there is a large amount of scatter in most of the data, particularly in these 

groups. However, as these were the only data avaiiable, some of the assumptions pertaining to 

sample sizes and data distribution chacteristics typically required to perfom an ANOVA 

were waived. To avoid inappropriate speculation, it is necessary to reserve further judgment 

pertaining to the effects of surface slope on npple shape parameters, and the relationships 

between the observed and expected ripple data in Table 7. 



62 R@pk Dafafiont Ihe Literafure: A Compdon  

Table 1 presented an o v e ~ e w  of the aeoiian impact ripple data adable fiom the 

Literature. The goal of this section is to compare those data to the empincal data wlIected in 

this study. Therefore, some of the observations made in tj 3.2 wiU be re-iterated here to 

support the cornparisons with this study. Table 8 presents a summary of the resdts fiom diis 

study, and is based on the sarne general layout as Table 1. 

The grain sizes used in the impact ripple studies s&ed in Table 1 range between 

0.14 and 0.78 mm in diameter, and fd within the h e  to medium sand ranges. The mean grain 

size of the bulk grab samples fiom the coarse and fine dunes were 0.48 and 0.17 mm 

respectively. However, it has been shown that sorthg characteristics are often as important to 

ripple morphology as the mean grain size. Although the grain size analyses fiom this shidy 

indicated that the sedirnents fkom both dunes are well sorted and normally distributed, this 

cannot be stated for aU of the studies fiom the iiterature. 

Ripple Morphology Data 

Table 8. Summary of the ripple morphology data fiom this study. The table is designed to be 
comparable to Table 1, § 3.2. G.S. means grain size (average grain diameter in mm), and the 
uni& for Area are mm2. 

1 

G.S. S a 0  LorO L RI Area 

Ripple stoss and lee slope angles are not reporteci in dl impact ripple studies, and 

0.17 

0.48 
, 

aithough Sharp (1963), states that naturai ripples have stoss and lee slope angles of 8 to 10, and 

20 to 30 degrees, respectively, this has since been disputed As previously mentioned, 

2.4-6.5 

1.4-7.1 

3.0-9.6 

1.8-8.1 

2.8-11.4 

1.0-8.7 

87-257 

34-230 

17-36 

17-58 

0.38-1.66 

0.33-1.34 

126- 1464 

17-777 



however, the misconception peaainlig to ripple slope angles st i i l  exists- The mean iipple stoss 

and lee slope angles fiom the ripples in this study are 1.4 to 7.1' and 1 -8 to 9.6*, respectively. 

These values coincide with data fiom the literature where more conventional measurement 

techniques were used (i.e., 1.7 to 7.4" for stoss slopes, and 1.8 to 21.8" for lee slopes). 

Aeolian impact ripples cm grow to be anywtiere fiom 0.6 to 14 mm hi& but average 

5.6 mm, based on the data nom Table 1. The ripples f?om this study ranged h m  2.8 to 11.4, 

and 1 .O to 8.7 mm high for ripples formed on the coarse and fine grained dunes, respectively. 

The data fiom this study and the theones pertaïning to the expected effect of grain size on 

ripple height both indicate that coarse ripples are shorter than fine grained ones (Table 6). 

However, several authon (Sharp, 1963; Wdker, 1980; and Brugmans, l983), have indicated 

that ripple height is positively related to 'warseness'. There are severai possible explanations 

for this discrepancy. As mentioned previously, wind speed is often seen as the main controlling 

factor of ripple height This, however, also raises questions concedg  the feedback loop 

between increasing wind speed, the saltatiodimpact process, and the micro-sale fiow 

acceleration and shgshot effect over the crests of individual ripples (Anderson and Bunas, 

1993). Unfommately, until more detailed experiments are performed on this specific 

phenornenon, it is dficult to ascertain which is the dnWig force controlling ripple height. 

Impact npples average 120 mm in length, although the range of ripple lengths is fairy 

large (i.e., 13 to 305 mm). The data fiom this study fd weii within this range (34 to 257 mm), 

although the relationship dictating that fine grained ripples are longer is opposite to that 

docurnented by Brugmans (1983). However, Brugmans states that the coarser grained ripples 

were atypid, occunhg sporadically in various places. The coarse grained feah~fes had larger 

ripple dimensions and coarser grains in the crest compared to the 'cornmon' n p p k  of the a r a  



This statement, when coupled with a detailed analysis of Bmgmans' (1983), grain sue data, 

indiCates that the coarser grained ripples may have been wxnprised of the same basic sediment 

as the 'cornmon' npples, but with an exira, coarse grain M o n .  Therefore, the coarse ripples 

examined by Bm~mans appear to be mique to the s p d c  area in which they were formed. 

Ripple index is the most widely referred to ripple shape parameter in the aeolian 

literature. However, being a dimensionless Iength to height ratio, there is some speculation 

pertaining to its ability to truiy describe npple shape. RI ranges f?om anywhere between 2 to 

108 (Table l), whereas the data fiom this study fàii weil within this range (17 to 58). As the 

range of RI'S is not particularly large (once any explained outiying values have been 

eliminated), it would appear as though the ripples fiom these merent studies are similar in 

sh.qe. However, the data from Tables 1 and 8 cleariy indicate that this is not the case, and that 

RI alone is an hadequate descnptor of ripple shape. 

Ripple symmetry is another dimensionless ratio or index wmmody used to describe 

ripple morphology. The coarse grained ripples fiom this study were, on average, more 

symmetrical thau the fine grained ripples. The Sy data h m  this study indicate that ripples are 

not always asyrnmetricai, as is often suggested, a hding which is supporteci by the data of 

Walker (1980), and Brugmans (1983). However, the range of Sy values was lower for coarse 

ripples (0.33 to 1-34}, and higher for fhe ripples (0.38 to 1.66). Brugmans (1983), also found 

that the range of Sy's for his 6ne grained ripples was Iarger than for his coarse grained ones. It 

wodd appear thai some form of relationship exkîs between grain size, sorting, and ripple 

symmetry. However, there are too few data available to make any further ÏnCerences 

coacerning this observation. 



The only new parameter introduced in this study was ripple cross-sectional area 

Although not recorded in other studies, it provides an indidon of the amount of sediment that 

constitutes a ripple. In essence, it provides a value which cm be used to approximate ripple 

volume, and therefore, an estimate of the actual amount of sediment incorporated in a single 

ripple, or being trausported in a ripple train Furdier, more detailed studies linking saltaiion 

flux and ripple area may provide usefid information pertaKUng to total flux (Le., saltaîion flux 

and reptation flux, compared to a total or volumetric, bedload flux). These data may also be 

used to test more accurately the theoretical mass flux approach taken by Anderson (1987, 

1990). Therefore, although there are no data with which to compare these values, it is 

anticipated that by using this type of masurement, fuhue shidies may also be able to address 

the development of impact ripples 6om a volumetric approacb 

In order to gain an understanding of how sudace slope angle and die relative position 

on a dune surface affect ripple shape, Werner, et al. (1986), performed a similar type of 

experiment for which a iimited amount of data are available for cornparison Wemer, et al. 

(1986), examined 2-dimensional ripple profiles up and over a dune at different locations 

representing the toe (+10.47, stoss dope (+3.3"), crest (-0.74, and lee (-6. i"), of die dune 

(relative dune and ripple slope angles have been converted to conform to the nomenclature 

used throughout dus study). 

The data of Wemer, et ai- (1986). indicate that both ripple stoss and lee slope angles 

were lower on positive slopes than on negative slopes. This same relationship was also found 

in this study (T.able 6). However, this relatiooship between surface slope and ripple angles is 

opposite to that proposeci Born dieory, assuming that the effect of surface slope on saltation 

pathleugths is the controllhg factor of ripple shape. Wemer, et ut. (1986), ako found that 



average ripple wavelengdis are larger on positive slopes ttiao on negative stopes, a trend duit 

was not evident in this study. However, very few data are actually provided, and because there 

is no indication that the obseNations made were tested for statisticai significancey it is dBcult 

to determine just how definitive these observations are. 

One shortfall that is common to both this studyy and to that perfonned by Werner, et al. 

(1986), is inherent in the inability to produce the wind characteristics responsible for the npples 

measured The proposed andysis pertainuig to the effects of wind speed on npple morphology 

was not attainable in this study due to difficdties encountered when attempting to break down 

the wind data, and the inability to disentangle the inherent cornplexïty of the Qow field in these 

nafllfal field conditions. However, through the cornparisons discussed above, it is still possible 

to conclude that the cunent theories pertaining to the eEects of surface dope on ripple 

morphology are inadquate to explain the mechanics of the system 



7, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The overd objective of this stuc& was to address the lack of understanding pertauiing 

to the morphology of aeolian impact ripples formed in a natual dune settuig. This was 

accomplished by decting wind data on Merent surface slopes on two morphologically and 

sedunentologicaily different d m .  Once the wind data for a sigrilficant sand îransporting wind 

event were collecteci, a laser scannïng technique for measuring ripple shape was introduced and 

used to perfonn detailed surface scans at the same locations as the wind instruments. The scan 

data were reduced and converted into representative triangles, from which severai ripple shape 

parameters were caiculated These observed data were then compared to the expected or 

hypothesized effects of grain size and sdace  dope on the morphology of impact ripples, as 

weil as to the impact ripple data avdable fiom the Merature. 

In generai, the effects of grain size on ripple shape were successfkily predicted fiom 

theory. Because coarse grains have shorter, lower angle saltation and reptation trajectories, 

they produce lower profile ripples with shorter wavelengths, low lee slope angles, and higher 

stoss slope angles. Therefore, corne grained npples are more symmetrîcai, widi lower RI 

values and smder cross-sectional areas. An examination of the grain size characteristics of the 

trough and crests of ripples did not indicate the presence of any grain sortuig process taking 

place, which is believed to be the result of the uni-mod& weii sorted sediments comprising the 

two dune systems. However, the surfâces of coarse grahed ripples were covered with grains 

of a higher mean grain diameter than a bulk sample of the same materiai, indicating that the 

preferential erosion of h e r  grains had taken place during their formation. 

The cornparisons between observed and expected effects of surface slope on ripple 

shape produced conflichg data that were difficult to interpet. However, cornparisons with 



the data of Werner, et al. (1986), indicated that in both studies, ripple stoss and lee slope 

angles were higher on positive slopes than on negative slopes. As this contradicts the current 

theory pertalliing to the effects of s h  dope on saibtion and reptation trajectories, and 

therefore ripple shape, it ais0 indicates an area of research &ch requires M e r  study. 

Although it was not possible to compare the expected and observed effects of wind 

speed on the resultant morphology of impact ripples directly, several observations pertaining to 

how tbis issue rnight be better addressed were made. As indicated in the wind data from this 

study (Figures 15 through 191, both wind speed and direction are higbly variable, and can 

change ahost  instantaneously. Sirnilarly, the effects of flow acceleration and deceleration are 

naturaiiy o c c w g  phenornena Each of these factors must be addressed individudly, with 

respect to how biey &kt ripple morphology. Only once these separate processes are M y  

understood cm an attempt be made to incorporate them into one generalized, wind regime 

modeL 

Therefore, although this research does not address ail of the current questions 

pertaining to the development and resultant morphology of aeolian impact ripples in a naturai 

dune setting, it does d o w  the followïng conclusions to be made: 

1) The laser scanner is a valuable, field tested technique which can be used to obtain 

highly detailed (0.5 mm x 0.12 mm), surface morphology data of s m d  scale bedforms, 

such as ripples. 

2) This study incIudes a unique, detailed dataset comprising impact ripples fomed on 

different surface sIopes, at different positions, on two sedllnentologicaUy and 

morphologicalIy merent dunes. 



3) This study codtutes the first direct cornparison between the theories upon which 

ripple simulation models are based, and actual npple data fkom a naîuraI dune setring. 

4) The cunent theories regarding grain size and npple shape can be used to accuntely 

predict the effects of grain size on resultant impact npple morphology. 

5) Verifkation of the observations made by Werner, et al. (1  986), indicate that the current 

theories pertaining to surface dope, npple siope angles, and therefore ripple 

morphology, are not applicable to natural npples. 

6) Ripple stoss and lee dope angles are much lower than what is usualiy perceived or 

hdicated by simple visual speculations. 

7) Ripples have much lower amplitudes than is usually perceived or indicated by visual 

i) RI alone is a poor indicaior of ripple shape as it does not provide any additional 

information pertaining to the specific processes and conditions under which the ripples 

were fonned. 

9) Several ripple shape parameters need to be examined simultaneously in order to gain an 

undetstanding of the mechanics responsïble for their formation. 



10) To gain a complete understanding of the effects of wind on the morphology of impact 

ripples at the grain-scaie, the associated wind data must be collected on a comparable 

scale (ie., seconds). 

11) Although ripples appear to be seEsimilar and self-organkhg, a detailed evaluation of 

high resoluîion surface data indicated that they are highly cornplex, variable bedfom. 

Z 1  Fidute En&avors 

This study provides a theoreticai and technicd background fiom which M e r  studies 

may develop. Several research questions, both old and new, have been introduced and 

addressed throughout this study. Although several questions stiU remain, it is now possible to 

address them using the laser scanning technique and the conclusions presented herein 

One of the contributions of this study is the recognition that to gain a better 

understanding of the morphology of aeolian impact ripples formed in a natural dune setting, 

each of the factors that affect ripple morphology must be isolaîed, and deah with separately. 

Any future work in this field should take a more simple, single factor approach to 

undentanding not only the changes to ripple morphology, but also the system mechanics 

responsible. Oniy once these individual factors are better understood can they be incorporateci 

into an investigation of how they interact in the real world, to form ripples of unique 

morphology. 
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APPENDICES 

AL Macros Used ln m e  Scun D a  Reduction Process 

LoTU.. ~ a c r o  used to conwrtscan &îa to representative aiPvrgIes 

1. 
2 
3. 
4. 
5. 

ic 

INsTRUCnONS ' 
lmport the X and Z data into columns A13.. 8 813.. respectnreiy 
C M  the average X and Z ranges using gaph 'FIRST 
Charge the rnmmurn aceptable values for X and Z in cells 110 & 11 1 
Run h & check points using gaph 'SECOND'. re-adjust minimum X and Z values 
Run Ib i3 pint çu~anary biangulatian table (A1 ..B..) as a seperate tiie 

{IF @CELLPOIKTER~~='b~GOTO}AAlqCALC#RANCH 
(If ~llpoin~c;ontents3=OXDmRANCH \c} 
(L 41 
(If @cellpointer(kontenîf)-r3[R 5}1CSBB$î9-.(D 10MNDpWWRANCH k} 
(If @dlpointerf"~ontenis")=~P~ 5)1C$BBS30-.(D lO)-(ENDp)(L@RANCH k} 

\e {GOTOJABIO+iD~} 
{IF ~ E U P O I ~ ~ R O W ) > 3 0 0 O ~ C A L C X G O T O } A B l ~ N D ~ ~ R A N C H  4 
{IF &ELLPOINTERCCONTENTS3=999}IL 2 m N D ) ( D & ) - ( R  21-(R 2KNDXWND)(D}(BRANCH $3BE42} 
{IF @CEUPOINTERCCONTEMS3=999~ 2]1C(RXEND@wm 2m 2XENDW#pJD}[o)(BRANCH %W2} 
JENDmENDXDXBRANCH $88542) 



- - 

Although this macro (essentidy severai mini-rnacro statements), ran the sorbing 

process and produced the final output table, many of the key equations used to perfom the 

various o p e r a h  are embedded in the spreadsheet itself. Therefore, the basic equations as 

they appear in the spreadsheet have been reproduced below in order to provide a more detailed 

account of the procedures followed. Blank cells rnay represent: cell pointers, reserved 

locations where data are eventudy copied to, or areas are used for perfomring calculations. 

Zeros in the f k t  15 rows of columns C, D, E, and F ensure that false npples aren't reported 

due to the presence of a local maximum or minimum caused by starting a scan part-way up a 

ripple stoss or lee slope. 
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, 12 

13 
74 
6 
16' 

O 
0.5 
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1.5 

Eqn 
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Eqn 
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B 
, 9  
1 O 
11 
4 r) 

Eqn 

- -- 

Eqn 





At. Ripple Scan Dota 

The foilowing pages are print-outs of the raw and computed scan data Each scan plot 

is represented by two pages, the fkt being a graph depicting both the raw and trianguiated 

scan data (as per Figures 12 and 13), and the second is the tabular peak and trough data, dong 

widi the calcdations of the ripple shape parameters and statistics. The fht  spreadsheet print- 

outs (pages 109 through 1 12), are the equations used to calculate the various npple dimensions 

and shape parameters. Using this template, the tabular data were sirnply irnported into 

columns B and C, ensuring the Peaks and Troughs were aligned according to column A The 

scan data have been produced in the sequences indicated below (scan plot name with 

corresponding page numben), wtùch depict the division beîween Merent sites, organized by 

surface slope class. 

&ne: Sites 1,3 & 4 

Fine dune: Sites 5 & 6 

+2 to +6 
R4a 
R9e 
R1Oa 

113-114 
115-1 16 
117-118 

-2 to +2 
Rla 
R2a 
R3a 
R7a 
R12g 

-2 to -6 
119-120 
121-122 
123-124 
125-126 
127-128 

R8b 
Rl la 

129-230 
13 1-132 



1 
2 

A 

. . -. .. . - - .- 
=STDEV(H12:H53) 
=MIN(Hl2:H53) 
=MAX(H12:H53) 
=H5M4 

, 

5 'SM. ~ev.:-=STDEV(D~~:DS~) '=STDEV(EI~:E~~) '=STDEV(FI~:F~~) ' ' =STDEV(G12:G53) 

1 O 
11 
72 
13 

0 
7 
8 

6 
SCAN: 

P 
T 

Min.: 
Max.: 

0 4  var.: 

C 

=MIN(D12:D53) 
=MAX(D12:D53) 
=D51D4 

1 

D 

LI X 

=MIN(E12:E53) 
=MAX(E12:E53) 
=E5E4 

Y 

E 
Ripples: 

=MIN(F12:F53) 
=MAX(F12:F53) 
=F5F 4 

1 

Rhw Data 

F 
=COUNTIF(E12:E52,">0. 

=MIN(G12:G53) 
=MAX(G12:G53) 
=G5IG4 

H 1 Li! H2 L 

G H 
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X-axls lncllnatlon: 1 0 . 5 1  Y-axls Incllnatlon: 

Avrngr: 
SM. D.v.: 

Mln.: 
Max.: 
var.: 

Raw Dp?a 1 Calculatlons and Shrpe Panmatam 
x 1 Y 1 L I  j C2 1 L 1 H l  1 H 2 1 L a j S a j L L I S L .  mal H 1 mal L 1 RI Sy 1 Ans  1 Lcio ( 0- 

1 1 I I . I 1 m I 





SCAN: -1 ~lppies: 1 4 1  X-~XIS  lncllnition: -1 Y a l s  Incllnaüon: 1 - 2 . 0 1  ~ u l s  ûacllnation: 1358.01 

Calculatîons and Shap Panmrten 
L a  1 1 L I .  1 S L  1 maIH 1 nalC 1 RI 1 Sy 1 Ana 1 L *  [ 8 % '  

1 I 1 I I 1 1 1 I I 

4.62 1 4-00 1 99.32 1 08.74 1 7.44 1 197.50 1 26.55 1 1.01 1 734.57 1 2.62 1 2.00 

5.73 1 5.43 1 85.93 1 83.42 1 8.71 l 178.50 1 20.50 1 0.92 1 777.05 1 3.73 1 3.43 

Raw Daia 
b 

X 
, P 

T 847.5 
P 748.5 
T 650.0 
P 564.5 
T 471.5 

Y 

0.1 
8.1 
1.2 
9.8 
0.Q 

L 1 I L Z I  L I H 1 1 H Z  
I 1 1 I 

99.0 l 98.5 1 197.5 1 8.00 1 6.88 

85.5 1 83.0 1 178.5 1 8.58 1 8.84 









X r x i s  Inclinalion: Y-sxls Inclination: -1 

RPW Data II Calculations and Sham Paramaters 





X-axla Inclination: 

Raw Data Calculationi and Shaw Parameteri 
x I Y I L 1 1 L 2 I  L I H l I H 2  L a  1 S a  1 L L  1 S L 1 realH 1 rcalL 1 RI 1 Sy 1 Area 1 Loio 1 Soio 

P 6.5 1 8.7 ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 
r s - r  1 e n  1 

I I I 1 f I I I 









SCAN: -3 Ripples: v] X-axle Inclination: 

Average: 
SW. h v . :  

Min.: 
Max.: 

Coef var,: 









SCAN: Rlpplei: Xaxls Inclination: F] Y a x l i  Inclination: m l  X-axls Dccllnation: (230.01 













X - ~ X I S  Inclination: Yur fs  lncllnation: X - a x l ~  üeclinatbn: -1 





Raw Data Calculatloni and Shape Parameters 
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X Y L1 L2 L Hl H2 . L a  S a  L L  S t  r e a l H  r e a l L I  IU 1 Sy 1 A r e a  Lao S a o -  
P I 1 1 1 
T 1 













Rlpples: r] X-axis Inclination: ( - 1 . 0 1  Y-axlr Inclination: y] Xaxls klination: 

Raw Data Calculationi and Shape Paramateri 
X I Y j L l I L 2 I L I H l I H 2  L a  1 S a  1 L L  1 S L  1 r e a l H I  r e a l L I  RI 1 Sy Area 1 Lm 1 Sm 

) P I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 





SCAN: IÙq Rlppks: 1 7 1  Xaxls Inclination: Y-axls lncllnation: x-axis ûeciination: 12751)j 









Ripples: 1 7 1  X-axls Inclination: 

Raw Data Calculations and Shape Parameters 
. Y L i  I L 2 1  L H 1 I H 2  La 1 S a  1 L L  S i .  r e a l H I r e a l L  RI Sy 1 Area 1 Lao S m  

I I I I I I I 1 I I 
i.0 6.2 1 





Xaxls Inclination: Xaxlr Dccllnetion: 

Average: 
Std. Dev.: 

Mln.: 
Max.: 

C o 4  var.: 





Y u i s  Inclination: 1 1 3 . 0 1  





X-axls lncllnatlon: 1 - 4 . 0 1  Y-axlr lncllnatlon: 1 1  

Average: 
SM. Dev.: 

Min.: 
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Coaf var.: 





SCAN: Rippies: 1 7 1  X-axia Inclination: 1-1 Y-ixls Inclination: X.ixla Dcclination: (285.01 
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